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PREFACE
Having an initial interest in Northwest architecture
as a native of that region, my Interest was further stim¬
ulated upon discovering that little research had ever been
done on its architectural history.

Marion Dean Ross of the

University of Oregon has written several articles on the
early architecture of Oregon, but there is scarcely any
witten material available on the states of Idaho, Montana,
Washington, and Wyoming.

Even the Historic American Fund¬

ings Survey, which lists numerous buildings of architectural
Interest from states throughout the nation, lists only one
edifice from Wyoming, and none from either Montana or Idaho.
The need for architectural research in the Northwest
has been evidenced by historians and writers from time to
time.

Harold Q, Merriam, in a paper given before a Writer’s

Conference on the Northwest in 1946, stated that students
of that area need to do much research in the fine arts,
especially in painting and architecture,

Earl Pomeroy,

Professor of History at the University of Oregon, remarked
In the March, 1955 issue of the Mississippi Valiev Histor¬
ical Review that "...no one has explored the history of
architecture in the West as Easterners have done so fruit¬
fully for the Colonies*..,"

The purpose of this thesis Is
ii

to explore, in a broad maimer, the architectural history of
the Northwest region of the United States from 1843 to 1893*
The Northwest is very young architecturally; build¬
ings over a century old are rare.

Few people yet have an

awareness or concern for historical subjects and there is
little effort to either preserve or record buildings of
architectonic, historical interest.

In this respect, the

historian's task becomes more difficult each year with, the
rapid destruction of older buildings which interfere with
progress.
Due to progress and fire, to which the earliest
impermanent structures have been so susceptible, it is dif¬
ficult to find material from the first towns of the North¬
west,

In addition to artist’s sketches—which are sometimes

unreliable-*-and photographs, some of the best evidence still
remains in the ghost towns of the region.

In these a sam¬

pling of buildings can be found and the character of the
early towns can bo suggested*
Dating and authorship of buildings Is likewise dif¬
ficult, especially on those other than monumental structures,
In ghost totals, although authorship is impossible, general
dates can be assigned on the basis of stylistic reference
and on the basis of the years in which they were most
prosperous, hence the years in which most buildings were
erected.

General, and sometimes specific, dates of build¬

ings remaining in active cities today can sometimes be
ascertained from old newspapers.
ill

Often a reference to a

"building; ms found in a newspaper in which case I have
dated the building "before" the year of that reference.
As many of these buildings were featured to Indicate a
town*s progress, they were published shortly after con*
struotlon*

therefore, this method Of dating is not as

illusive as it would first appear.

With the exception of

a few buildings designed by Eastern firms, authorship has
likewise been mostly determined from newspapers.
As architectural history is more than the mere record
of dates, buildings, and architects, and is subject to other
influences—among them physiography, political structure,
social status, and economic progress**! have attempted to
give an indication of these factors in the introduction,
as well as suggesting them throughout the study.
northwestern architecture before 1893 ms progres¬
sively shaped by three broad significant forces; traditional
herltanoe, Eastern and European intellectual influence,
and regional factors.

Hearly all work would submit to

classification, directly or indirectly, according to one
of these effects.
The architecture of traditional heritance, which is
treated in chapters on© and two-part one—concerns the
transmlssable building skills that are passed from gen¬
eration to generation by a particular nationality of people.
These are used by the first settlers in a region to erect
structures for shelter and defense,

The resulting archi¬

tecture is "spontaneous11—It is an organic creation
iv

utilizing available natural building materials, employing
traditional skills, and which is acquiescingly conditioned
by climatic factors.

Settler architecture is based on

Intuition end, may or may not be indigenous, but, is always
an expression of vernacularism •
After Northwestern society became reasonably estab¬
lished, direct Eastern influence becomes apparent? first,
from builder*s handbooks and house pattern books and, toward
the end of the century, from projects designed by Eastern
firms for the region*

Upon the establishment of a need for

professional men, both the East and Europe was influential
through the education and training of architects who migrated
to the West,

Many architects, after moving to the Northwest,

continued to be stimulated by Eastern work, especially that
of H,H. Richardson, although until 1890 much local tfork
still retains a provincial character*
Most Northwestern architecture before 1893 belongs
to the many-sided movement known as Romanticism,

Part two,

wbloh consists of chapters three through ten, considers the
romantic architecture of the region*
By the last decade of the nineteenth century, there
was an increasing concern for regional expression*

Climate,

local building materials, and, moot of all, regional atti¬
tude were all factors which conditioned this expression*
The elation and pride of the regional spirit, which is noted
where appropriate in this paper, is epitomized by the North¬
western state buildings at the Exposition of 1893—th©

concluding section,

In many respects these buildings* as

a group* also summarise the first half-century of architecture
in the Northwest*
Many people and organizations were both encouraging
and helpful in doing research for this study*

I would like

to express my gratitude to Mr* H*J. Swlnney and staff of
the Idaho Historical Society for their interest and aid*
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was likewise very helpful.
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Services at the Wyoming Historical Department, very gener¬
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that state.
In Montana, Virginia Walton, Librarian of the Histor¬
ical Society of Montana, suggested sources of information
in addition to allowing me to study their files of photo¬
graphs,

Alta F. West, Librarian of the Washington State

Historical Society, directed me to newspaper references and
buildings of interest in the Tacoma area.

Mr. Nelson

Morrison and Mr* Alan Liddle, architects of Tacoma, gener¬
ously showed me about Tacoma and identified buildings of
historic interest*

Mrs, Florence D* Reed, Director of the

Eastern Washington State Historical Society, was helpful
in doing research in the Spokane area.
Priscilla Knxith, Research Associate of the Oregon
Historical Society, and Marion Dean Ross, Professor of
Architecture at the University of Oregon, were very helpful
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with research on the early architecture of Oregon#
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of information and illustrations of buildings.
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director, was very helpful in criticising the composition
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v/e look to history not for
imitation bnt for Inspira¬
tion,

imitation concerns

Itself only with external
form, inspiration with the
total concept*

—SIBYL MGHOLY-MAGY
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INTRODUCTION
AN ESSAY OH HISTORY
Architecture ia a social art based on the material
and spiritual needs for shelter of a society.

As such, it

is concerned not only with tangible forms and the physical
influences of physical geography and economy, tut also with
the civlllsable attributes of a society *s political and
ecclesiastical status.

Any systematic study of architec¬

tural history should be cognisant of the forces which
motivate people and which are given expression In the archi¬
tecture of a particular era.

In order to obtain a frame¬

work background of the Northwest architecture of the 1800's,
a brief general history will be presented.

Early Claims and Exploration
The United States has been, in part at least, a
frontier throughout most of Its history.

From the time of

the first American Colonies in the East until the turn of
the century, history has been continuously concerned with
the westward expansion of the country.

During the time

that the line of the frontier was advancing to the West,
the country was both a developed and a primitive society.
-1-

2~

~

The Northwest, which for the purposes of this study
is comprised of the states of Idaho, Montana, Oregon,
Washington, and Wyoming, was one of the last colonizations
of the great western frontier*

Regional history, as related

to the development of the nation, embraces little over 150
years, and begins the latter part of the eighteenth century*
It is believed that white men sailed along the coast
of Oregon In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

How¬

ever, the United States had little Interest in these early
explorations.

It was not until 1792, when Captain Robert

Gray—financed by a Boston syndicate interested in fur
trade—entered the Columbia River, that the United States
had a claim to the Northwest,

Later, that same year,

Lieutenant William R, Broughton, an English naval officer,
likewise entered the Columbia and claimed the region for
Great Britain.
In 1803 the United States purchased the Louisiana
Territory from France at a cost of #15,000,000.

Louisiana,

consisting of the vast territory from the Gulf of Mexico
to Canada, and westward to British and Spanish claims,
doubled the size of the country.

Wyoming and Montana were

later formed, in part, from a portion of the area included
in the Louisiana purchase,
The first exploration of the Northwest began the
following year with the organization of the Lewis and Clark
expedition In St. Louis under the orders of Thomas Jefferson.
Lewis and Clark were to explore the resources of the

3
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Missouri River and to discover the most practical water
communication across the continent.

Although they found no

direct water route, their expedition to the mouth of the
Columbia River and tack proved that an overland voyage was
practical and aroused interest in fur resources,
The British-owned Northwest Fur Company began trap- .
ping activity on the West Coast in 1807 while Americanowned fur companies began trapping the inland region.at the
same time.

By 1809 there were numerous trappers in the

Northwest,

One year later the British, having gained a

firm foothold in the Northwest, began establishing a series
of fur trading posts.
In 1810, J,J, Astor, owner of the Pacific Fur Company,
sent a party of men around the Horn and another party over¬
land in an attempt to exploit Northwest fur resources from
two directions.

The following year at the mouth of the

Columbia, Astor*s men built Ft, Astoria, the first permanent
American settlement along the coast.

On the return of the

Astoria expedition, Robert Stuart established a route which,
in part, would later become the famous Oregon Trail,
During the War of 1812 Astor, fearing British confis¬
cation, sold his establishment to the Northwest Fur Company,
After the war Ft, Astoria was returned to American owner¬
ship, and the United States and Britain agreed to joint
occupancy of the Oregon Country,

The British company, how¬

ever, dominated the fur industry west of the Rockies for
several decades*

-4Fosslble Spanish claims to the Northwest were elim¬
inated in 1819 by the Adams-Onis Treaty which fixed the
southern boundary of the Oregon Country at the 42nd paral¬
lel*

This treaty also clearly defined the western boundary

of the Louisiana purchase for the first time,

Russia, five

years later, renounced all Interest in any territory below

54°

4o' north latitude.
The 1820's and 1830's were years of fierce competition

for Northwest fur trade in which several American and British
owned companies strove for supremacy in the fur market.
Roughness of the terrain and the hostility of the Indians
added to the complexity of fur trading in the Rocky Mountain
area.

The establishment and erection of forts by fur

traders was rendered highly impractical due to depredations
of the Indians and the excessively vast area that each fort
would have to serve.

Hence the “rendezvous system'1 was

Innovated in which trappers and traders met once a year at
a predetermined point in the wilderness.

This eliminated

much fort construction in the Northwest during the early
years.
During the 1830's several artists accompanied traders
to the rendezvous where they painted trapping activity and
Indian culture.

Among them were Alfred Jacob Miller,

George Gatlin, and Charles Bodmer,

This early creative

activity gave the East some of its first impressions of the
primitive wilderness and undoubtedly aroused Interest in
the new region.
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By 1840 the fur trading era had ended.

Mountain

fur resources had been depleted and the fur market had
also declined,

The achievements of the trappers, or moun¬

tain men, wore of instrumental geographic importance, for
they had accomplished much of the early exploration of the
Northwest*

Many of these trappers became guides for wagon

trains to the new land or became settlers and engaged in
agriculture in later years*

Early Settlements
Previously in 1834, a few trappers had formed the
nucleus of American settlement in the Oregon Country when
they settled in the fertile Willamette Valley.

One year

later, missionaries began work in the Northwest with the
Intent of educating and Christianising the Indians*

Dis¬

covering the potential of the Northwest, the missionaries
promoted mass settlement.

After proving that whole house¬

holds could be moved over the Oregon Trail, they encouraged
homesteaders and requested federal aid to facilitate emi¬
gration to the new country.
During the 1830’s and 1840’s several American expedi¬
tions explored the Oregon Country which was then still
jointly occupied by the United States and Pritaln*

John

C* Fremont, in 1842, led on© of these expeditions over the
Rocky Mountains and down the Columbia River to examine the
Oregon Trail through the South Pass.

The publication of

6
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bis account^ of the West as a land of opportunity presumably
had some Influence on the early settlement of the northwest
for It sold 10,000 copies*
By 1839 there were approximately 150 American set¬
tlers in the Oregon Country*

Three years later, there were

but four buildings along the Oregon Trail between Independ¬
ence, Missouri and Port Vancouver; those being the fur
trading posts of Laramie, Bridger, Hall, and Poise.2

There

was, however, no settlement at any of these forts.
In 1843, due to the enticement of free land. In
Oregon1s fertile Willamette Valley, mass emigration began
over the Oregon Trail—one of the longest (2020 miles) and
perhaps best natural highways In history*

At the peak of

travel, It is estimated that an average of 250 wagons passed
a single point per day.

Between 1840 and 1869 over 300,000

persons moved over the great highway.

Political and Economic Development
of the Oregon Country
Previous clashes between American and British trap¬
pers, the rapid increase of American settlement, and the
desire for organised government lead to the question of
sovereignty over the Oregon Country,
—magi

The slogan "54° 40*or

Miiim mi

*John Charles Fremont, Report of the Exploring Expe¬
dition to the Rocky Mountains in the Year 1842 and to"'"
Oregon and' Worth California In' 1845-1844.
% •R. Hebard and E.A, £rIninstool, The Bozeman Trail
(Cleveland: A.H. Clark Go,, 1922), p, 44.

fight," which helped Polk win the presidency, revealed the
aspirations of United States expansionists.

However, Congress,

not wanting another war with England, in 1846 accepted the
British proposal of 49° as the northern boundary of Oregon,
It was now indisputably a part of the United States,

Two

years later the Oregon Country, including all of the present
states of Idaho, Oregon, and Washington and part of Montana
and Wyoming, became a Territory,
That same year, following the Mexican War, the treaty
of Guadalupe-Hidalgo was signed in which Mexico ceded upper
California, Mew Mexico, and land north of the Elo Grande
Elver,

Wyoming was later created, in part, from this

acquisition,
Oregon Territory’s economic and social status was
vastly improved by the California gold rush of 1848,
Lumber, produce, and other supplies were shipped to Cali¬
fornia miners at considerable profit,

Mary Oregonians,

themselves, went to California to prospect and returned
with the capital necessary to further develop the terri¬
tory’s resources.
Poor communication and financial neglect of the
northern and eastern portions of the Oregon Territory pro¬
voked the organization of the Washington Territory in 1853.
The original Territory of Washington included all of the
Oregon Country except the present state of Oregon,

Six

years later Oregon became the 33n& state of the unionthirty years before the next state in the Northwest achieved
statehood.
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Political and Economic Development
of the Inland Region
The first west coast settlement bad completely by¬
passed the barren plains and rugged mountains.

Poor trans¬

portation and communication retarded inland settlement and
further coastal economic development in the northwest during
the early 1850‘s,
In 1860 the Pony Express, a poor business venture,
was organised as an answer to needs for communication.
One year later, the first transcontinental telegraph super¬
seded it providing the West with its first direct contact
with the East,
During the 1850‘s and 1860’s gold bonanzas were
being continuously discovered throughout the mountain regions
of the Northwest*

The consequent growth of population in

the inland region created problems in government as the
mining toms were too distant from the territorial seat of
government to be effectively served,

Idaho Territory was

created in 1863 end Montana Territory In 1864 as a result
of the need for localized government.
The mineral industry attracted many enterprises as
a result of the miner's demand for provisions.

Commercial

concerns realized quick profits by equipping men for their
frenzied search fox’ wealth,
stock raising and agriculture likewise became immed¬
iate profitable Ventures, and later, booming industries.

The great value of range grasses was discovered when the
first ranchers brought cattle to the northwest to supply
miners,

-Soon cattlemen from Texas began trailing herds

north; the open range became a cattle bonanza.

The Home¬

stead Act of 1862, which provided for the free acquisition
of 160 acres of lend by five years of residence and culti¬
vation of the tract by a family, promoted the development
of agriculture*
The invasion of gold- seekers and men in accompanying
industries, who violated treaties with the Indians, provoiced the Indian campaigns of the 1860‘s which were to
last over a decade.

Sightsen-sixty-five is regarded as

the bloody year on the plains and stimulated a considerable
amount of military construction for the protection of emi¬
grants and settlers*
The eight years following the Civil War were years
of intense activity in the northwest.

The first transcon¬

tinental railroad, the Union Pacific which ran through
southern Wyoming, was completed In 1869 an a result of
transportation needs which became evident during the war,
With the completion of the railroad came a great Influx of
population and corresponding economic expansion.

Lumber

and cattle industries were free to develop since they nowhad a direct link with Eastern markets,
Wyoming was formed as a partial result of political
circumstances created by population increases from the
advancement of the railroad.

The politicians of Dakota
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Territory, to Milch Wyoming then belonged, feared the
■voting power of the people employed by the railroad since
they couia swing an election.

Encouragement by Dakota

political factors, along with the need for iGcal government,
thereby respited in the creation of Wyoming Territory in
1868*
The rise of the wealthy class began in the 1870*a*
Cattle and mining concerns, although suffering a temporary
setback from the panic of 1873, became political and finan¬
cial powers*

Hen with money came West to make more money*

Foreign capital, mostly from England and Scotland, was
invested freely in mining and cattle industries.

The

resulting economic expansion was accompanied by correspon¬
ding social and political maturation, and in 1889 and 1890,
the territories of Idaho, Montana, Washington, and Wyoming
became states.

Comparatively early statehood for each of

these territories must be attributed, at least in part, to
the mining industry*
The panic of 1893, in vrhicb Northwestern capital
was influential, ended the romantic and prosperous frontier
era.

Many personal fortunes, which had been rapidly acquired,

vanished,

Tut nevertheless, by 1893 the Northwest had pro¬

gressed to a political and economic status equivalent to
that of the rest of the nation*

Social Background
The first permanent settlement of the Northwest was

—

1 1—

founded, on the objective proposition of free land, and the
opportunity for individual, materialistic betterment from
it.

settlers were at first primarily concerned with the

elements of survival and were probably unaware that they
A

were laying the foundations for the development of a hug£
territory.
This early regionaliatlc society had a close rela¬
tionship with the soil.

It. as any primordial society,

depended on the earth directly for food and shelter, and
indirectly for clothing.

In society such as this there Is

little time for amenities? life can be nothing other than
materialistic as there is little opportunity for intel¬
lectual attainment,

Creative work is therefore a by-product

of a material end and is based purely on function and
utility.
But the lack of intellectual training was no indi¬
cation of mental capacity.

The frontiersmen were resource¬

ful and clever in converting wilderness handicaps into
physical assets.

Turner gave -this impression of the fron¬

tier :
That coupseness and strength combined with acute¬
ness and inquisitiveness; that practical, inventive
turn of mind, quick to find expedients? that master¬
ful grasp of material things, lacking In the artistic
but powerful to effect great ends; that restless ner¬
vous energy? that dominant Individualism....these are
the traits of the frontier.^
There were few obstacles for which the frontiersmen lacked
■^Frederick Jackson Turner, The Frontier in American
History (Mew York: Henry Holt and Co.19^7)r, 'p"#""37.
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trio courage to challenge, and the innovative spirit to
surmount.
The frontier, even with poor communication, was never
completely spiritually or intellectually isolated from the
East during the early years,

nostalgia and knowledge of

Eastern culture was an ever present Influence on the settlers.
However, as the frontier progressed westward, distance and
new environmental conditions progressively modified tra¬
ditions.

Later, as communication and economic conditions

improved, Eastern influences, and influences directly from
Europe, were factors in the evolution of northwestern society.
The intellectual East seldom thought favorably of the
early American frontier,

Timothy Dwight, president of Yale

University, stated:
They [the pioneers] are not fit to live in a regular
society. They are too idle? too talkative; too pas¬
sionate; too prodigal, and too shiftless to acquire
either property or character, '
Presumably "regular society" was synonomous with '’Eastern
society."

The frontier later participated in the formation

of at least three unique social groups—those of the cowboy,
the miner, and the lumberjack.

Turner stated that "the

West, at bottom, is a form of society rather than an area. "5
1-,’ith the development of industry, and the consequent
attainment of wealth by the best, the East became more Inter¬
ested in the frontier.

However, their interest was not in

^Clted by Peter H. O&egard, Northwest Harvest; A
Regional Stock-taking, ed» V.L.C* Chlitiek (New York; The
Macmillan Co,, 194877 p. 10.
c;

"'Turnor, on. clt.. p, 19.
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the society itself, but stemmed from a fear that a rapid
development of the frontier might undermine the East's
economic and political domination.

While "the frontier

regions stressed the rights of man...the statesmen who
voiced the interests of the East stressed the rights of
property*"0

Eastern institutions were concerned with

controlling the economic and political development of the
frontier, whereas, the frontier, itself, was concerned
with attainment by the individual—both materialistically
and culturally,
A majority of the people had conscious strivings for
intellectual and emotional interests of the fine arts.

In

many newly formed towns reading rooms were popular, espe¬
cially during the cold winter months*

Mining camps often

staged theatrical performances and engaged musicians and
lecturers.

Architecture, Itself, furnished some degree of

intellectual and emotional enjoymnet.
Upon the rise of the nouveau riche provisions could
be made for cultural progress.

Opera houses could be con¬

structed and artistic talent imported.

Art and literature

could likewise be imported, not only from the East, but
directly from Europe,

Wealth, of course, coiild not buy

culture, but it could and did provide a cultural stimulus,
By the 18801s communities were very conscious of their
cultural progress.
■iifiPljn iftnr" '

■"*

'm,+. »»

Local newspapers regularly devoted
■* «<■»«. »*. 'iO» **

*tH+*m>*uj»vV'*******»*vaii'» t***&m*'^-***JimSi*Ai^1^l**A+m*'»—V »»»»<*» n—Ml

^Frederick Jackson Turner, The Significance,.of
Sections in American History, (New YorkT Henry Holt and Co.,

T932TTpr2?n

sections to articles on new buildings, current plays, and
morals.

In these, they consistently used the East as a

basis of evaluation of Western culture.

Although they

indicated a rebellion against the attitude of the East,
at the same time they expressed emulation of Eastern
culture,,
r.y 1893 northwest society had absorbed social 'influ¬
ences from the East as well as those from European nations#
Following the end of tho frontier era, and previous to the
depression of 1893, there was a return to a regional spirit.
At that time regional feeling was perhaps greater than it
had ever been before or has ever been since.
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FROMTISH ARCHITECTURE

CHAPTER I
VERNACULAR BUILDING
The Land and the First Settlements
The land In the Northwest is of volcanic origin,
hence consists principally of an undulating surface with
Immense plateaus*

Distinguishing topographical features

are the Cascade Mountains in western Oregon and Washington,
and. the Rocky Mountains in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming,
Between the Cascade range and the Pacific Ocean lie the
great fertile valleys which attracted the first permanent
settlers to the Oregon Country,

On the broad tablelands

between the Cascades and Rockies, and east of the Rockies,
the livestock Industry and agriculture thrived.

The moun¬

tains, in addition to containing vast supplies of lumber,
later yielded the gold which provided for the first economic
development of the Northwest.
Briefly, the climate, which is an important influence
on pioneer architecture, is mild along the coast with abun¬
dant rainfall.

Progressively eastward from the Cascade

range, the maximum yearly extremes in temperature increase
while precipitation diminishes.

As the elevation increases,

climate becomes more severe with a range in temperature
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east of the Rocky Mountains of approximately 120 degrees.
There was not much building activity during, the
first fifty years of American colonisation of the northwest.
The first structures which wore built at that time were the
rudimentary shelters of the fur traders.

Following these

were the cabins in the Oregon Country by the first settlers
who engaged In agriculture.

Few buildings which were erected

before mid-century remain and little is known of them.
Early emigration to the coast, and later population
of inland areas with prospectors, necessitated construction
of military establishments for the protection of settlors
and miners from depredations of the Indians.

Early forts

were constructed along the Oregon Trail and later along
secondary trails which led to various gold camps.

Here

again, little remains of most of these early establishments.
Most records are in the form of written descriptions end
artists* sketches; neither of which is entirely accurate.
The early population on the coast grouped according
to the location of agricultural areas and the location of
lumber concerns.

In the Inland regions, It grouped mostly

around military establishments and mining centers.

Al¬

though many of these first settlements eventually became
prosperous cities, the first Impermanent structures which
were constructed belong to the classification of settler,
or vernacular, architecture.
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Qualities of Settler Architecture
As America, expanded Westward, the shape of frontier
architecture rested in the hands of men who were forced to
become builders by their need for shelter and defense provisions*

Buildings constructed to fulfill these two basic

demands, although seldom appealing to the academic architect,
are always intimately related to their natural environment
and readily reflect the life of the people who built them?
they are "spontaneous” buildings,

They translated frontier

llfo into architectural expression*
Perhaps it is questionable as to whether "spontane¬
ous" building should be classified as architecture*

However,

if shelter, the basic service of architecture, is considered,
there can be no doubt as to its qualification.

The organic

expression of shelter is always truthfully conceived In
primitive areas where man1a survival depends on his refuge,
"Even the simplest settler house in its ow setting furnishes
concrete answers to human aspirations that are common to
mankind."^
A "spontaneous" building constrasts with the intel¬
lectual, pre-planned building in that it features unsupplemented use of native building materials; it adheres to
strict functionalism; it is constructed utilising traditional
building skills or modifications of them; and it is
i

Sibyl Moholy-Nagy, Native Genius in Anonymous
Architecture (Hex/ York: ""Horizon "Press, 1957)", 'p. 42, ’

constructed with great respect to conservation of time and
effort.

Building sites for shelters and forts were care¬

fully selected to gain maximum advantage of climate and
natural resources.

In the north* a south slope was pre¬

ferred in order to receive the maximum energy from the
sun in the winter.

A site with good drainage was essen¬

tial to maintain the earth in and around the structure
dry (fig*7).

Convenient water supply was another con¬

sideration in site selection, and lastly, the structure
had to he located where there was a ready supply of natural
building materials.
Buildings in the northwest—especially in the inland
region—had to be oriented on the site to limit the effects
of wind,

northern exposures, of course, were avoided.

Placement and else of openings in the building mass was
always according to the dictates of climate.
These frontier buildings were always restrained in
the use of materials.

Quite often one material was used

throughout as in the case of the log cabin.

Massing was

simple; usually consisting of one prominent maos,

rue to

the sometimes severe climate of the northwest, perforations
were small and subservient to the mass.

Moreover, large

openings ware difficult, structurally, to construct.
Buildings are generally symmetrical and have symmetrically,
placed openings since there ms often only one interior
space.
Appropriate human scale is an inevitable quality of

1
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"spontaneous" buildings *

Structures of ©recessive dimensions

were difficult to heat and wasteful of resources to con¬
struct.

The difficulty of working with building materials

of excessive bulk itself assured a quality of scale*
"The generating force In the*..anonymous builder is
his intuition.”2

Settlers did not have a wealth of tech¬

nology at their disposal.

The stability of a structure

depended on the apparent visual strength of materials.
Since early pioneers had few hardware accessaries, they had
to develop the strength of a connection or joint within the
material Itself.

Therefore, in settler architecture, every

peg and quoin has meaning.

Points of maximum stress were

ali/ays structurally, hence visually, reinforced.
Every region has its peculiar natural building materials.

A technical study of frontier architecture in any

region becomes basically a study of building skills with
natural materials*

bhen a settler migrated he had to develop

techniques of construction which would be suitable to the
materials which were available.

In the case of the Scandi¬

navians migrating to mountain regions, they could apply
their skills for log construction immediately.

However,

other nationalities who migrated, depending on their origin,
had to modify traditional skills before they could be
employed*
Few "spontaneous" buildings remain today and it is
difficult to date those remaining; all of which demonstrates
2

roia,, p. 109
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another quality of settlor archi t ee turc—the lack of permanonce,

-hit pioneering itself entailed a certain lack of

permanence;

There ms little in the wilderness which sug¬

gested security.

Seldom did a settler expect his first

building to be permanent.

He was optimistic; as soon as

time and resources would allow, he would replace it with a
finer, mere permanent structure.
Temporally, settler architecture belongs to no spe¬
cific period, but is rather a part of the development of
every frontier.

In the northwest, the coastal area passed

through tho settler era in the 1840 *s and 18501s whereas,
in the inland region, settler architecture continued until
the last homesteading era of the latter part of the nine¬
teenth century.

These buildings are without historic

stylistic reference but with much regional character#

Use of Traditional Building Skills
Settlers, moving across the arid plains toward the
northwest, saw little in an architectural way which might
suggest solutions to their building problems.

The Plains

Indians were nomadic and possessed only portable tepees of
skins and poles for shelter*

Canoe Indians often con¬

structed rudimentary huts of wood and bark, but these were
hardly serviceable to the pioneer nor did they suggest
skills which he could apply.
On the plains, the only materials available for

building was sod.

By cutting the sod into blocks and

stacking it, the settlers were able to construct, at test,
a very-temporary and crude shelter*—a sod house.

But it

was damp, unfit* and hardly serviceable for human habitation
Stone was plentiful in the mountainous regions of the
Horthwest and could be assembled into a wall by a settlor
with a minimum of skill.

The wall illustrated in figure

one was constructed with, fleldstone using lime and sand for
mortar.

Heavy jointing suggests that the wall was hastily

constructed, yet it perfectly reflects the rugged terrain
which surrounds it.

The crude craftsmanship is probably

typical of most early masonry work an there were few
skilled masons.
Hie Old iforman Wall was started in the early 1850's
to replace a log stockade at Fort Bridger, Wyoming (fig. 2).
This was possibly the only attempt of its type at masonry
fortification in the Northwest.

It Illustrates an inter¬

esting contrast in the settler’s feeling for the appropriate
us© of different types of stone as a building material*
The buttresses wore stabilised by the use of limestone
which is quarried in layers.

Rubble, which lay freely about

was then used as infill between the buttresses*

The compo¬

sition is an interesting contrast in color and torture based
on. the imaginative use of atone.

Hot© the variety of skill

evident in the construction of the various buttresses.
The Garter Milldious© (1858) at Fort Fridger illus¬
trates a fine degree of craftsmanship which was attained

-23by some "spontaneous" builders In the wilderness (fig* 3).
A settler’s visual feeling for structure is revealed by
the construction of the walls*

Bold quoinlng and close

Jointing Is employed at the corners and around openings
where points of maximum stress occur.

Heavy joints and

smaller stones are used in the center portions of the walls
inhere minimum stress occurs.
Many of the settlers came from Europe and possessed
skills and knowledge of building techniques which were
peculiar to their homeland.

When they arrived in the north¬

west, they often had to modify traditional methods.

The

Kluge Cabin in Helena, Montana represents an amalgamation
of skills (figs. 4 & 5)*

The ground story was constructed

of hem logs with halved cornering which was a typical form
of log construction throughout frontier regions.

German

"Fachwerbbau*" a form of half-timber construction which
was popular in the Middle Ages, is suggested by the upper
story.^

An open timber frame with its system of cross

bracing was erected after which the panels were filled with
brick.

This system conserved labor since the half-timbering

reduced the number of heavy elements which would have to be
raised to the second story.
These are only a sampling of settler structures.
Perhaps many of the better ones have been rased.

These,

-Tor a short article on this type of construction see
Richard w.E. Perrin, "'Fachwerkbau' Houses in Wisconsin,"
Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, XVTII
(March, 1959), pp. 29-33•
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however, can serve as a suggestion of the spirit of the
frontier in the use of traditional building skills and
native building materials.

Impressions of False Gabled
Commercial Buildings
It would be interesting to ascertain the origin of
the false-gabled commercial building.

It appeared so con¬

sistently in various forms throughout the West that it
almost became a tradition.

Although fire and progress

have razed most of these structures, a number of them
remain to give an impression of the character of the early
business districts.
The use of false-gafcles evolved as a result of the
need for a simple expression of a "house of business.”
Early town builders were architecturally limited in the
size and character of business blocks which could be con¬
structed.

The pressure of time, limitations of means, and

the relatively Impermanent nature of towns would not allow
the exuberant construction of permanent business blocks.
Yet, there was a desire to visually segregate business
sections from domestic areas; a false front on a standard
building was the answer.
To the early town builders, false-gabled buildings
suggested multi-storied business blocks—the commercial
symbol associated with Eastern cities.

They were a naive

aspiration for a simple form of grandeur.

But even when
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multi-storied buildings were possible, gable roofs had to
be employed which detracted from their "commercial1* char¬
acter.

Therefore false-gables were also used on buildings

of more than one story.
Although the origin of false-gables was to create
an impression, the fronts were functional in that they
provided a space for identification of commercial estab¬
lishments.

The similarity of form and the common use of

the same material—wood—often gave a street a certain
amount of continuity.
Typically, false-gabled buildings followed a stereo¬
typed design (fig. 6).

Generally the front was applied to

a building of log or frame construction.

The front Itself

was almost always symmetrical consisting of three bays
with the door in the center bay,

V/indows, three panes

high, and three panes wide, usually flanked the door on
either side regardless of the Interior arrangement.

The

gable was most often clapboarded horizontally and was sur¬
mounted by a bracketted cornice.

Clapboards were generally

applied in a vertical direction below the windows since
they were nailed to horizontal framing members.
About the only visus.1 method of attaining any degree
of commercial prominence was by the design and construction
of the false-gable.

Any ornamentation that could be

Incorporated—cornice, brackets, moldings and the likeadded prestige to a frontier commercial building.
Wood false-gabled business buildings, which were so
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susceptible to firs, v?©re replaced '07 masonry structures
as a tour prospered.

In this respect, they were not unlike

other settler architecture—the first buildings served only
until resources would allow for the construction of a
better building*
Thus, much of the first regional architecture was
not of a permanent nature—nor ms it intended to be so.
It was the natural expression of the way of life of the
settlers and of the given physiographical conditions of
the region using traditional methods of construction.

1. Stonework Detail,
Atlantic City,
Wyoming, 1880's.

2. Old Morman Wall,
Ft. Bridger,
Wyoming, 1850's.

3. Carter Milkhouse
Ft. Bridger,
Wyoming, 1858.

4. Kluge Cabin,
Corner Detail.

6. Gold Dollar
Saloon, South Pass
City, Wyoming, 1880's

5. Kluge Cabin, Helena,

CHAPTER II
THE LOG CABIN IN THE NORTHWEST

Further applications of traditional building skills
include the techniques employed in the construction of log
structures.

These techniques are primarily concerned with

the many methods which can be used to notch logs thereby
allowing them to be interlocked together into a stable
structure*

A study of log construction is essentially an

investigation of modes of comer jointing.
The technique of log construction ms brought to the
United States in 1638 by the Scandinavians and in 1710 by
the Germans.

A separate technique of log construction

was also introduced early in the seventeenth century by the
French,

P

Shortly after the Introduction of the log cabin

it became the typical frontier dwelling throughout regions
where timber was available.
Likewise, in primitive areas of the Northwest, log
construction was adopted as the mode of building for
1

Harold R» Shurtleff, The Log Cabin Myth (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 193^)T**pTe^
^Richard ¥* Hale, Jr., "The French Side of the ’Log
Cabin Myth,’" Photocopy of typescript from the Idaho Histor¬
ical Society,
Hale presents evidence that the French intro¬
duced the ,fcoluratagen technique of log construction In 1600,
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shelter and fortifications.

Settlers found it convenient

as nearly any species of tree could be used and an ax was
the only tool required for the erection of the entire
structure.

This also made it adaptable for the construction

of military establishments since the number of tools which
could be transported over rugged terrain was limited.
Moreover, the skill required for axing a simple notch could
be readily acquired by a large number of men in a relatively
short time.
As the use of log construction extended Westward, it
was subjected to the influences of different physiographieal
conditions as well as the influences of various levels of
tforfcaan proficiency.

There are several methods of con¬

struction which can be employed to notch logs; a technique
could be selected to accomodate varying degrees of skill
and allowable time for construction.

When the conservation

of time and effort was essential, settlers often modified
traditional techniques by developing more expedient methods
of cornering.

On the other hand, when the quality of con¬

struction was a criterion, they submitted traditional
modes to precise methods of craftsmanship.

Scandinavian and German Techniques
of Log Construction
Log construction of Scandinavian and German origin—
which is examined by Shurtleff in his Lo,g. Cabin Myth—may
be divided into two basic types for observation; the
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Amoriean log cabin type and the blockhouse type.

Round,

or unhexm, logs were used in the construction of an
American log cabin structure whereas bldcfcbouse construction
utilised logs which had been horn to a rectangular crosssection.

Generally, the Same techniques of corner Jointing

were applied to both*

Although blockhouse construction

originated primarily for use in the erection of fortifi¬
cations and American log construction originated for use
in duellings, they were, to some extent, used interchange¬
ably throughout the Northwest.
American log construction was the least time con¬
suming method and the one typically used by most settlers
(fig, 7},

Several men of average shill in the use of an

ax could erect a cabin In a few days*

The notch and saddle,

due to Its simplicity, was the Joint which was most used,
however, there are a few examples in which dovetail corners
were employed,

These are less common since they require

more skill and do not necessarily result in a closer fit¬
ting of unhewn logs.

After the logs were in place, willow

saplings or grass was forced into the interstices and
daubed with mud or mortar,
blockhouse construction, although much more labori¬
ous, produced a heavier, sturdier structure (fig, 8).
Drift—the horizontal shifting and moving, of logs which
in time causes many cabins to bo lopsided—was not so
problematic as it was in American log construction.

As

the hewn logs used in blockhouses were uniform in cross
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section, joints could be cut accurately enough to limit
horizontal movement*

Interstices between the logs were

small therefore little caulking was required.
Both halved and dovetail jointing, which originated
with the Scandinavians and Germans, was used In blockhouse
construction.

The bottom story of the Slugs cabin illus¬

trates the technique of halved cornering (fig, 4),

&

variation of halved cornering was employed in the Jim
Baker cabin (fig* 9),
Dovetail joints, due to their comparative complexity,
were perhaps the least used*

The Fort simcoe blockhouse,

a restoration, illustrates the neat, close structure which
resulted from the use of this type of joint (fig. 10).

In

the original building, vertical dowels through the logs gave
the structure additional horizontal stability.
Hoof construction was the same on both American log
and blockhouse structures*

It was of two varieties—wood

or earth—depending on the availablity of wood and the
climate.

In areas of the Northwest which received a large

amount of precipitation, hand riven shingles were the most
efficient and durable.

The roof on the Fort simcoe block¬

house is typical of many constructed in the wooded areas.
On the plains, however, timber was scarce and not
available for use as a roofing material.

An alternative

method was employed J
...Poles about four inches thick, [were] put close
together, then covered with corn sacks or grass, with
about six inches of dirt over this for ’’shingles.'0
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This arrangement, or variations of it, became typical of
the plains:
Shingles could not be obtained, the substitute being
poles with sagebrush on top of them. On top of the
brush were gunny sacks, and then six inches of dirt.
This was the style of roofing used on all the buildings
on the plains at this period of house construction,
lot exactly rain proof? not perfectly stable, for the
winds played havoc with the dirt? yet for all this, the
covering to the house w^.s adequate to keep out the hot
sun, the snow and rain,4
This type of roof construction ms adopted, to some extent,
in the mountain regions, also, for the insulatlv© qualities
of such a roof are better than one of shingles.

As the

poles used in dirt roofs are subject to rapid deterioration
few remain today.
The floors in log cabins were sometimes of hem or
whipsawn planks, but more often they were of compacted earth.
After a few months of service the earth formed a serviceable,
hard surface.
Due to the sometimes sever© climate, and the addition¬
al labor required, cabins often had few, if any, windows,
When provided, they were usually small.

If metal hardware

could not be obtained, door hinges and other devices were
fashioned from wood or leather.
Chimneys, depending on the terrain surrounding a
cabin, were of stone or wood and mud.

Regardless of material,

a description of Port Phil Kearney by F.M.
Fessenden. G-„R. Hebard and E.A. Brininstool, The Bozeman
Trail (Cleveland: A.H. Clark Co., 1922), II, p. 95.
4

IMd., I. p. 72.

however, they were always placed to toe sable end of toe
cabin where they could receive the most support and least
interfere with roof drainage*

French Techniques of leg Construction
Harold. R* Sfaurtleffto The Xe& Cabin Myth* which traces
toe introduction of log cabin construction to America, dis¬
cusses, primarily, methods which originated with the Swedes
and Germans *

Richard w* Hale, dr., to a typescript, intro¬

duces a French alternate to the Swedish log cabin.^

Hale

terms the French technique as ''columbage** and describes it
as ".«,a sill, a grooved upright, and pointed logs that can
be dropped into toe grooves.”^

He states that it was used

mostly in Canada as well as in northern Minnesota, toe
Dakotas, and Montana.
Oolumbage construction was also used in at least
Washington and Wyoming; however, it is difficult to account
for the origin of its usage as far south as the latter.

The

French technique was employed in toe construction of Fort
Phil learney (1866) to Wyoming and possibly to the erection
of other forts.

Fort Kearney, which was burned to 1868, was

described by a soldier who assisted to its construction as
follows:
tf

'-’Hale, on. bit.
^Ibld. p, 6,
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Posts were hewn and a mortise cut the whole length
and set every ten feet. The logs were hewn on two
sides, with a tenant on each side, and dropped In from
the top, so as to fit closely. Mien finished it was
in panels of about ten foot lengths, the bark side of
the logs being turned to the weather.*
As the fort was designed by and constructed under the direc¬
tion of H.3. Oar rington, an Army Colonel, it seems unlikely
that knowledge of the technique came directly from Canada,
Hie advantages of columbage construction are apparent
from the preceding description.

Since short, less bulky

logs were used, It was labor saving.

.4s the logs were as¬

sembled In panels, a building of any length could be con¬
structed,

Trie else of buildings which are possible with

American log or blockhouse construction is limited by the
length of logs which can be obtained and taaneuvered into
place,

A structure longer than this Is difficult since

lineal joints are not easy to construct*

Columbage con¬

struction, however, Is not as stable laterally as the
notched Joint structures.
The columbage technique was also used in the erection
of Fort Nisqually In Washington (fig. 11).
were whipsawn square.

Here the logs

The third row of logs from the top

ms pegged to the grooved upright to stabilise the structure
laterally.
?Cited by Hebard, on. cit., II, p, 95.
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Modlfications of Traditional Techniques
Settlers were often imaginative in the modification
of traditional techniques of construction.

In the erection

of an anonymous cabin in Atlantic City, Wyoming, the saw
rather than the ax was the basic tool (fig, 12).

The expe¬

dient method of construction which was employed* was presum¬
ably inspired by the columbage technique.

After the corner

uprights were secured on the log sill, logs, which were sawn
to length, were placed between the uprights and spiked into
place.

The top logs were extended and notched to receive

the corner members thereby stabilising the structure later¬
ally.

Although a rapid system of construction, the corners

are considerably weaker than either the notch and saddle or
dovetail joint.
In what might perhaps be termed the final attainment
of precision in the technique of notched corner timber con¬
struction, the saw was again used rather than the ax.

With

the construction of sawmills and the consequent development
of lumber as an industry along the coastal region of the
Northwest, timber of uniform dimensions became available.
Accurate methods of craftsmanship could be applied to a
product of uniform cross-section.
The same techniques of corner articulation were
retained only now the notches could be precisely cut to
assure a close fit between the logs as well as assuring a
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uniform wall surface.

The Colver house (1854) in Phoenix,

Oregon Illustrates the uniformity of wall surface obtain¬
able (fig, 13).

Here the construction of the dovetail

corner was further complicated by the provision of a rabbet
to receive a corner board in order that the smooth wall
surface might be maintained.

The rabbet, in width» extended

beyond the joint edge thereby weatherproofing the joint
when the corner piece was in place.

Realising that timber

shrinks with age, the builder, In this manner, could be
certain that shrinkage would not mar the appearance of his
building (The clapboards in the photograph are a later
addition).

Plaster or other finishes could be applied

directly to interior walls.
In the Horthwest then, a number of skills in log
construction of various origins were used*

The particular

tecbniq\3© employed for the construction of each individual
building depended on the skill of the craftsman, the com¬
parative Intended permanence of the building, and the natu¬
ral building materials which were available,

Settlers, in

order to conserve time and effort, sometimes found expedient
methods of construction as illustrated by the anonymous
cabin in Atlantic City (fig* 9).

On the other hand, when

sawmills became active in the Northwest, they maintained
traditional techniques but applied precise methods of
craftsmanship to them as illustrated by the Colver house
(fig. 12).
Log construction, as any traditional mode, belongs

to no specific era.

It was used throughout the development

of the Northwest frontier and its usage has continued until
the present day.

In the mountain areas, logs are still

commonly used in the construction of chapels, resorts, and
week-end cabins*.

8. Jim Baker
Cabin, Cheyenne,
Wyoming, 1873.
(Moved from
original site in
Carbon County)

12. Anonymous cabin
Atlantic City,
Wyoming, 1880's.

9. Notched joint, Jim Baker
Cabin.

10. Dovetail joint, Block¬
house, Ft. Simcoe, Washing-

11. Columbage joint, Granary
Ft. Nisqually, Washington,
Mid-century.

13. Dovetail Joint, Colver
House, Phoenix, Oregon,
1854.
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ARCHITECTS, AH * BUILDINGS
OP THE ROMANTIC ERA

CHAPTER III
REMNANTS OF THE GREEK REVIVAL
Greek Revival architecture in the United States
reached its zenith in the years between 1820 and 1850.

At

the time it was receiving full expression in the East, and
Midwest, the inland region of the Northwest was yet unset¬
tled and the coast was only sparsely settled.

Regardless

of the status of frontier settlement, however, a number of
buildings appeared at mid-century on the coast as well as
a few on the plains.

After the Revival movement had mostly

died in the East, and later on the Northwest coast, its
Influence persisted in the Inland region of the Northwest,
to some extent, until about 1880*

Westward Dissemination
Most of the settlers who migrated to the Northwest
at mid-century had been nurtured in a society in which the
Classical spirit was prevalent.

They were familiar with

Greek architectural details and forms.

Moreover, if edu¬

cated, the emigrants would have had additional esteem for
Classicism since their education would have probably been
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in a curriculum based on Classical subjects.
Perhaps the influence of this spirit is apparent from
the Classical names assigned to a few northwestern towns
which were founded at mid-century.

The communities of

Augusta, in Montana and Athena, in Oregon are indicative;
three states, Idaho, Montana, and Oregon, have a town named
Troy.

These few examples alone seem to suggest that the

Classical influence attained a degree of profound meaning.
In addition to education and exposure to Eastern
culture, dominant forces behind the Inception of Greek
Revival architecture In the Northwest were nostalgia and the
desire for a refined architectural expression.

Settlers

building in a new region will, when possible, recreate the
environment of their homeland.

Since they left a Classic-

inspired society, it was natural for their sentiments to
turn towards Classical architecture.
Settlers, as their society became established, felt
the need for a measure of intellectual, artistic attainment,
hence the need for refined buildings.

They wanted struc¬

tures which indicated sophistication and which conformed to
Eastern taste—it was a desire for something that would
signify urbanity.
The desire for refinement entailed a selection of an
architectural style since the settlers bad not the means to
derive a sophisticated, regional architecture.

In this

respect, Greek Revivalism was merely one source from which
to borrow.

Another- style could, and did servo equally well
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In many instances as will be seen in the chapter on Gothic
Revival architecture*
Greek Revival details and forms probably reached
the Horthwest in the form of a memory, a perhaps limited
amount of knowledge, and, formally, in builder*s handbooks*
Up-to-date influences included illustrated newspapers and
magazines from the East which communicated contemporary
Eastern taste.

However, regardless of the method of commu¬

nication, buildings of sophisticated character were con¬
structed and many of thorn observed the canons of Greek
Revival architecture.
There was some transplantation in that buildings,
which presumably had prototypes elsewhere, were recreated.
These directly reflect the spirit of the particular area,
whether of the East, Europe, or elsewhere, with which a
settler had been earlier identified.
It is difficult to surmise the exact profoundness
of meaning that Greek Revival architecture attained in the
Northwest,

There were no architects at the time of Its

popularity and the intellectural stimulus necessary to
condition taste for deep appreciation of the style was
probably somewhat lacking.

Certainly the Classical world

served as an inspiration and "vision of a golden aga” con¬
siderably less in the Northwest than it had in the East
several decades before mid-century.

— /-! | *•

Qualities of Northwest Buildings
Early planning of Classic Revival structures in
the Horthwest was generally simple and explicit.

Regard¬

less of the manner of handling Greek forms, plans were
basically rectangles, which in turn were subdivided into
smaller rectangles.

Houses were usually symmetrical with

a central hall, or sometimes two flanking halls, resulting
in a symmetrical box-like mass.
As the complexity of massing was restrained, most
buildings relied on quality of proportions for dignity and
beauty.

Greek forms—for instance the pediment with the

traditional roof slope—regardless of quality of details,
gave many buildings an air of sophistication.

Largeness of

scale often added a quality of eminence,
Greek Revivalism, in the Northwest, received almost
total expression in wood due to the inexpensiveness and
ease of “workability of the material.

Structures were some¬

times of solid timber construction, as in the Colver house
(fig. 12), but more often they were frame buildings.

Clap¬

boards were the universal product for exterior facing.

De¬

tails such as mouldings, columns, balustrades, etc, were
quite frankly, and often beautifully, also shaped from wood,
With wood, however, it was difficult to obtain the
ponderousness and monumentality associated with Greek Revival
architecture,

Clapboards are expressive of the light wooden
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structure beneath them, and neither they nor detail rendered
in wood are suggestive of permanence.
Greek Revival detail was of somewhat attenuated
design in the v/est,

As details could be rendered expediently

in wood, they were modified according to the capabilities
of the material.

Although moldings and trim which could

be milled in quantities were applied freely, elements which
were laborious to shape were frequently either simplified
or omitted.
Round columns wore often replaced by shafts of square
or octagonal cross-section.

Although they were sometimes

modified to the extent of having no reference to Greek
precedent either in shape or proportion, there was, almost
without exception, a simulation of base and capital.

The

Greek Doric Order, due to its comparative simplicity, was
generally the model.

Sometimes the order was rendered in

an abstract manner that was quite handsome and veracious?
wood was used as wood and not to represent stone.
Greek ornament was often sparse? most builders prob¬
ably had neither the economic means nor the proficient
craftsmen to provide meticulous decoration.

In general,

Morthwestemero appeared more Interested in conglomerate
impression than In precision of detail, and more concerned
with symbolism of Greek detail than Greek '’correctness.”
There was probably little appreciation or concern for
archeological perfection.
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Wilderness Examples
There are 3e\reral interesting structures in the Clas¬
sical spirit which were built in the wilderness over a dec¬
ade before any settlement occurred anywhere near them.
Perhaps the primitive status of the surrounding country
makes theta worthy of additional merit in that they definately
indicate the pioneer’s desire for buildings of architectural
integrity—even in rugged country,
A tour de force of the wilderness was the Cataldo
Mission (1848) in northern Idaho (fig* 14),

It was con¬

structed on a prominent hill by Anthony Ravalli, a Catholic
Priest who was born in Italy and educated in Europe,

Al¬

though ’the mission is actually a transplantation of European
Renaissance architecture, it can be considered with the
Greek Revival style.
The structure of the mission is worthy of note since
it was rather unique to the northwest,

Using mostly Indian

labor,Ravalli erected a heavy timber frame, joining it with
wooden pegs.

Numerous holes were bored In the sides of the

vertical posts after which flexible horizontal members,
about one and one-half inches in diameter, were secured in
the holes,

Long grass was then draped over the horizontals

and over the whole was spread thick layers of mud.

Clap¬

boards were added at a later date.
The facade displays an imaginative amalgamation of

three prominent, unrelated elements; the portico, the gable,
and the sunburst.

Handsome proportions and largeness of

scale give the portico a quality of grandeur.

Tim

Doric

capitals and the entablature are all accurately formed with
wood (fig, 15)*

Elements which distinguish the design of

the portico most from Greek Revival design are the use of
triglypho and the placement of tho columns of podiuas, both
of which were uncommon to Greek Revivalists,
The gable, vfolch is false, perhaps draws its inspire
ation from early English Renaissance, or Elizabethan, archi¬
tecture whereas the sunburst is possibly a symbol from the
Coeur d* Alene Indians for whom the mission was built*

Use

of the false gable may be criticized, however, the climate
demanded a gable roof; without the false front to disguise
the roof the impression of the mission would not have been
nearly so grandiose.
The interior space is rather Imposing (fig* 16),

It

consists of a long auditorium forty feet in width by about
seventy-five feet in length by about thirty feet in height
terminated by three altars,

Walls and ceiling are enriched

with a generous amount of wood carving and painting.
The Cataldo Mission is a monumental symbol to the
determined work of the missionaries*

As It was built where

an overland trail would later pass, it is possible that it
could have had some architectural influence on other areas
of the Horthwest,
Another example of “frontier Greek Revivalism11 Is the

-45Off leer’s Club (1851), better known as the "Old Bedlam," at
Fort Laramie, Wyoming (fig* ??)♦

Built by the United States

Government, it was probably designed in the East and Is
typical of the trend in military construction,

"...the

permanent army posts of the United States scattered widely '
over the area were, wherever possible, formally planned,
with white washed buildings of excellent proportion,,.."*
The chamctori stic simplicity of planning concepts
of that period on the frontier is reflected by the plan
(fig, 18),

It consists basically of a square divided into

four equal quadrants flanked by a corridor on either end*
The central grouping of the rooms and fireplaces conserved
heat.
The general appearance of the six-bay, two-story
structure, with its second story balustrade, is not unlike
many buildings which had appeared in the Midwest previously.2
Bor is it unlike a number of the buildings which were
appearing along the Northwest coast at the same time.

The

tiro-story portico across the entire front and under one
roof of discontinuous slope was fairly common (the roof at
the central part of the building is of a different slope
than that portion extending over the porch),
Presumably the doors and windows for the Officer’s
i

Talbot Hamlin, Greek Revival Architecture In America
(London: Oxford University Press, 1 944771? r 3117
”

p

Rexford Newcomb, Architecture of the Old Northwest
Territory (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1950)
Newcomb describee several buildings of a suggestive type on
page 118. Most of them were used as hostelrlea.
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Club were brought from the East*

Other than this, detail

is quite simple and suggestive as are the capitals on each
of the slender columns.

Lumber for the building was hauled

from Fort Leavenworth, Kansas—800 miles away.

Greek Revivalism on the Coast
The wide acceptance that the Greek Revival tradition
had attained in the East by raid-century was far reaching.
Straight to the salt water of the Pacific this deve¬
lopment proceeded; along the northwest roads to Puget
Sound—in the little towns of Oregon and Washington—
the earliest buildings beyond mere log shelters, and
especially government buildings (post offices, court¬
houses, and the like), were usually frame buildings
with classic and frequently Greek Revival details in
cornice and trim and molding*3
All along the coast, where towns were becoming established
and permanent, there was an increasing concern for culture,
hence buildings of architectural integrity.
One of the earliest Greek Revival buildings in the
northwest 'was the Dr. John McLoughlin house (1846) in Oregon
City, Oregon (fig. 19).

It is an impressive, fccx-like mass,

three bays wide by five bays in length.

The KcLoughlin

mansion illustrates well the emphasis of line, as well as
the omission of detail, which characterises many Revival
buildings in the Northwest,
The play of the small window panes against the large
window frames and, in turn, the contrast of the fine, precise

3

"Hamlin, on. clt., p. 312*
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muntlno and the de3.ioate weather boar ding with the large
simple mass of the building gives it an extremely elevated
character—a sense of huge scale*

This largeness of scale

and the simplicity of composition is decidedly in the Greek
Revival spirit.
In detail, although the small window divisions perhaps
suggest Georgian composition, the neat comer-boards and
the finely detailed cornice are also characteristic of the
Greek Revival mode,

The windows are

•,* tremendous in scale—four panes wide and seven
high—and the whole building In its beauty of proportion
and the excellence of its detail is a remarkable example
of the desire,,.to erect.,,buildings of decency and
architectural integrity, [
The Dr, Forbes Barclay house (18505, also in Oregon
City, is a fine example of the Classic Revival cottage (fig.
20),

The story-and-a-half structure is somewhat more re¬

strained in scale than the McLoughlin house but is more
expressive of Greek detail.
The detail is,..in the Classic Revival spirit. The
porch with square posts with crude suggestions of base
and capital is Intended to suggest a columnar portico.
It is one of the earliest dated examples of the classical
cottage which became a widespread fashion the following,
decade. The lithographic views of Oregon towns in the
1850!s,»,are filled with many stellar cottages,5
An excellent example of the ©xpi’ession of the Greek
Revival style in wood is the Captain Ainsworth house (1852)
at Mount Pleasant, Oregon (fig, 21),

The house with its

Hamlin, OP, clt,, p, 312*
^Marion Dean Ross, ‘’Architecture In Oregon 18451895,1' Oregon Historical Quarterly, LVII (March, 1956), p» 37.

43monumental tetrastyle-prostyle portico captures the spltlt
of the Greek Revival quite adequately*

The entire entab¬

lature and the columns are all of wood, construction (fig*
22),

Straight wooden members were used to form the columns

which are of octagonal section.

Fluting Is successfully

suggested by battens fastened on the shafts.

The capitals

are formed from straight segments of molding and ingeniously
simulate the Greek Doric Order*
The Classical spirit of the Northwest is further
reflected in a distinctive manner by the Methodist Church
(1854) in Jacksonville* Oregon (fig.23).

It is restrained

in mass and relies entirely on the simple bell-tower and
steeple for its liturgical character.

The flat-arched

windows, non-Greek forms* add a quite quality of charm to
its restful proportions.

The careful design of the cornice

and the delicate corner boards is not unlike that of the
KeLoughlin house.

Along the coast, at least, this seems to

be the general manner of handling early church buildings.

Aftermath of the Revival
In the East, the use of the Greek Revival style ended
before most toms in the Northwest were founded.

After the

society along the coast became established, settlement,
unstable at first, occurred throughout the inland region.
During the 18601s and 18?0‘s, after the demise of the Greek
Revival in the East, its influence persisted in various
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Even in the wilder frontier towns that rose here and
there through the sixties and seventies the old classic
tradition was not without its power* and the naive falsefront buildings that lined their streets—nostalgia ef¬
forts to create an urban Impression in these broad and
lonely spaces—usually had classic cornices at the top
and windows spaced with somewhat the same rhythms as in
eastern buildings of forty years before,6
Culturally,

the coast was,

to some extent, a link

between the Rocky Mountains and the East*

Communication

was slow and the transmission of Eastern fashion in the
arts was infinitely slower; therefore the use of Greek
derived details continued*

But their usage helped give the

insecure foundations on which most towns were founded a
suggestion of permanence and continuity of expression*
They fulfilled for a time the need for a degree of archi¬
tectural order and the desire for identification with some
type of architectural style.

Furthermore,

Classical forms

fulfilled an aspiration for an intellectually higher order
of building than the provincial settler architecture was
able to provide*
Frontier buildings displaying Classical details,
along with their falso-gables, are often criticised as being
rather pathetic.
builders*

But buildings were important to early town

They were quick to grasp and use any embellishment

which might give their buildings an air of urbanisation;
impression was important*
There were few attempts at pretentiousness in domestic

%amlln, op« clt., p* 3!t*

-50archltecture on the early inland frontier.
detail was applied to commercial structures.

Mostly, Greek
Facades were

the only surfaces which received embellishment; there was
little need to treat any other surface since buildings
lined the street side to side.
Details were often used in a restrained manner and
were usually over-simplified—sometimes to the extent of
appearing crude,

Molding and trim was generally unmilled

and consisted of roughly finished members of rectangular
section.

Greek forms—antae, pilasters, entablatures, and

the like—were likewise generally fashioned from unmilled
lumber,

The use of wood in this manner, although unfaithful

to archeological "correctness,” gave many of the details of
Western structures a feeling of strength and originality.
But the attenuated character of detail rendered in
wood was also partially due to consideration for the weath¬
ering qualities of the material.

Detail was preferably

solid and limited in projection from the face of a building
since dry-rot was a possible source of trouble if exposure
to the weather was not controlled.
Skinner’s Saloon in Bannack* Montana (1870's) is
rather unusual and unbridled in that it has two entablatures?
each on a different scale (fig. 24),
was not by accident.

Detail of this building

The antae and pilasters relate through

proportion as do the upper and lower entablatures.

Toth

entablatures have simulations of a Greek architrave, fries©,
and cornice.

The designer's care is further evident in that

-51the lower entablature terminates at the anta—rather than
projecting through it thereby creating a ''layered'’ composi¬
tion*

For a frontier building, the design of the front is

also unusual in that each entablature has a dentil course.
Rhythm created by the use of applied detail often
provided visual relief from the austerity of the plain sur¬
faces of many of the early commercial buildings.

The

pilasters and simple simulation of Classical detail adds
interest to the hat shop in South Pass City, Wyoming (fig,
25)*

There are simple suggestions of capitals and entabla¬

ture which is in character with the humble simplicity of the
whole composition.

It has a warmth and rusticity not

unbecoming of Its environment*
The Pannaok Schoolhouse (1870‘s) has the mass
proportions of a three-bay by five-bay Greek Revival house,
however, the plan is reoriented with an entry from one end
rather than from a side (fig, 26),

In this manner it requir¬

ed less space on the street, although, with the addition of
the cupola, It also gave it a church-like character*

The

sides were left plain and untreated, though they were surely
whitewashed at one time*

Detail of the door is rather direct—

quite typical of frontier structures where Greek forms were
always rendered in wood (fig. 27)*
The Greek Revival style then, was a refuge for much
of the early architecture of the Northwest*

The style

spread from the East mostly due to nostalgia and the fact
that most early settlers had been nurtured in a Classic

inspired society previous to migrating to the northwest*
"Eldorado Classic Revival*' architecture—the build¬
ings of gold rush towns Which incorporated Classical
details—was popular in the inland regions of the north¬
west from about 1860 until 1880*

In addition to appealing

to conservatism, great distance to cultural centers and
poor communication was, at least partially, responsible for
its retention*
northwestern Greek Revival forms and details were
almost invariably constructed from wood.

They ware based

more on the simulation and suggestion of Greek elements
than archeological correctness.

Simple composition and

the use of simplified Classical decoration added a quality
of integrity to many of the early buildings of the northwest

The Cataldo Mission,
near Cataldo, Idaho,
by Anthony Ravalli,

1848.

14. Elevation.

17. Officer's Club, Elevation (back
wings removed).

19. McLoughlin House, Oregon City,

23. Methodist Church,
Jacksonville, Oregon,
1854.

20. Barclay House, Oregon City,

21. Ainsworth House, Mt. Pleasant, 22. Entablature, Ainsworth
Oregon, 1852.
House.

Schoolhouse,
Bannack Montana, 1870's.

24. Skinner's Saloon,
Bannac k, Montana,

1870's.

Plate III.

Silver City,

I^aho, about 1900
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CHAPTER IV
GOTHIC INFLUENCES
The Gothic Revival style of architecture, which was
introduced on the strength of European-chiefly English—
precedent,1 became popular in the United States during the
1830*3,

It was introduced into the Northwest shortly after

mid-century.

On one hand Northwesterners were building

structures along Classical lines while on the other hand,
at tlie same time, they were constructing romantic Gothic
Revival edifices—the Gothic was concurrently popular with
the Greek Revival style,

However, whereas the Greek Revival

had mostly died by 1880, the Gothic mode remained continu¬
ously popular up to, and beyond, the turn of the century.
Gothic Revival buildings

may

be divided into two

broad, heterogeneous groups for observation; secular build¬
ings and ecclesiastical structures,

Secular Gothic, or

Rural Gothic as it was often termed, was appreciated for
its romantic associations and picturesque forms.

Ecclesi¬

astical or Church Gothic had meaning In its symbolistic and
associative values which pertained to the Gothic architecture
1Nikolaus Pevsner, An Outline of European Architec¬
ture (5th ed, rev,; London: Penguin I o'oks, 1957), p, 2^',' '
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of medieval Europe,

Rural Gothic
Andrew Jackson Downing, a horticulturist by profes¬
sion, was the chief protogonlst of the Rural Gothic style
of architecture in the United States,

He wrote actively

from 1841 until 1852—the year of his death—with a romantic
sympathy for the country.^

His works, which were published

continuously from the 18401s through the 1880*s, had consid¬
erable influence on the architecture of the last half of
the nineteenth century.
Downing*s writings, and publication of house patterns,
were undoubtedly more palatable to the layman than were the
builder’s handbooks which had previously been popular.

In

the classic idiom, builder's handbooks featured only details,
whereas, in the romantic vein, Downing*s publications not
only contained suggested details, but also presented plans,
perspectives, and rational, as well as romantic, explana¬
tions for their usage,
The Horthwest was being intensely settled during
the years of Gowning * s Influence,

In a region where there

were no architects to assist in "fixing taste", house pattern
.

.

^

, *•*

^Andrew Jackson Downing, A Treatise on the Theory and
Practice of Landscape Gardening,..With Remarks on Rural Archi¬
tecture (8 eds.T Hew "York, 1841^879)7"Cottage' Residences
“
(New York, 1842), Rural Essays (New YoTkmr^o53Tr'’Th& Archi¬
tecture of Country Houses'Wew York. 1853),
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books became a vehicle to convey to the people a for®
of stylistic architectural expression*

Moreover, the pic¬

turesqueness of Downing’s Rural Gothic must have appealed
to a people who were probably weary of the sterility of pi¬
oneer life*
Rural Gothic buildings were more suitable for the
northwest than were the Greek Revival structures.

They

were designed for a rural environment and for use by people
of variable means—the scale was appropriate.

As Downing’s

architectural philosophy was based on the honest expression

of natural building materials, the Rural Gothic style was
more adaptable since wood and stone could be used naturally,
or organically, and rustically; materials were not forced
into the pseudo-formal capacity of detailing that was re¬
quired fay Greek Revival buildings.

The uncumberous and

delicate quality of the style made it very appropriate for
wood construction.
The relationship between buildings and irregular
sites was such more homogeneous with the use of the Rural
Gothic style.

Picturesque, and sometimes lacy, detail was

harmonious with the picturesque landscape.

Pointed roof

gables and pointed windows somewhat reflected the profile
of the rugged terrain.
It is, of course, difficult to ascertain the extent
of the influence of the pattern books.

In some situations

buildings indicate a direct correspondence to a published
prototype.

More often, however, it is the general
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picturesque appearance and the detailing which suggests
their influence*
The Surgeon’s Quarters (1857) at She Dalles, Oregon
is an excellent example of the direct influence of the
pattern books (fig. 28).

It is the work of Louie Scholl

and follows the lines of one of Downing's prototypes (fig.
A appendix).
It Is not, perhaps, a very original design as it is
almost identical with a "Design for a v'.ymtaetrical
Bracfcetted Cottage" published by Downing just a few
years before. Downing"s description of his design
roads as though it had teen written about the burgeon’s
Quarters. Downing, who admitted that he preferred a
cottage of brick or stone, thought that if it had to
foe of wood it ought not to be left without architectural
character and said that he considered vertical boarding
to he more truthful to wooden construction than hori¬
zontal sheathing.^
The Surgeon’s Quarters Illustrates the fine crafts¬
manship that some of the early provincial builders achieved.
Much care and precision was excerclaed in the construction
of the bold window "dressings" (projecting trim) as well as
in the construction of the handsome chimney shafts and caps.
Even the details are almost identical in appearance to those
described and illustrated by Downing,
Another structure which reflects the direct influence
of Downing’s house patterns is the Commandant’s residence
(1857) at Fort Sirccoo, Washington (fig, 29).

Except for

transposition of a stone structure into one of wood, the
•^Marion Dean ROBB, "Architecture of Oregon 1845- 1895» *
Oregon Historical Quarterly, LVII (March, 1956), p. 43,
The design is from Downing, The Architecture of Country
Houses (slow York, 1853), Design III, p. 83.

-57elegant design of to© Commandant‘s residence is identical
with a design for a "Villa Farm House" by Downing (fig* B
appendix).

He describes toe villa as followst

This dwelling is intended for the country house of
a farmer of wealth, who wishes to give his dwelling a
dignified and superior character, without indulging in
too much ornament,
The exterior,,.is varied and picturesque, expressive
of.,,convenience, comfort, and a considerable degree of
elegance. The bay-window and veranda, taken in con¬
nection with to© construction, bestow a villa-like
character on the design....5
Downing advocated that the various projections and
irregularities of a building added greatly to the Interest
of it and heightened "...its good effect as a part of a
harmonious whole, in the landscape,"^
Board and battens, ordinarily expressive of the
light structural frame beneath them* is here somewhat mis¬
leading.

The actual structure is of heavy timber with brick

"noggins" between the frame members.
Detailing, although perhaps not so refined, is not
unlike that of the Surgeon’s Quarters in The Dalles.

It

is quit© possible, since Fort Dalles was only sixty-five
miles from Fort Simcoe, that this building Is also the work
of Louis Scholl*

Unfortunately, the structure is now painted

an intense white—a color which Downing believed was distaatful.
A somewhat more exuberant expression of Gothic
5

Ibld.. p. 170-71.

^Downing* Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening
(9th ed.;) p. 326.

-58Revivalism is the Peter Britt bouse (1860*8) in Jacksonville,
Oregon (fig, 30),

It adheres excellently to Downing*a plea;

"Architectural beauty must be considered conjointly with the
beauty of the landscape or situation,"7

The generous pro¬

vision of plant material Is quite congruous in character
with the generous amount of tracery on the house,

"Verge-

boards" and "finials” were also a part of Downing*s Rural
Gothic vocabulary.
The Gothic even makes Its appearance In the false
fronted commercial buildings of a few Northwestern towns.
Silver City, Idaho has an anonymous commercial structure
(I880*s) which is quite an elegant expression of Gothic
Revivalism (fig, 31),

The gallery motif, strong vertical

"roofed" accents, and the stepped gable all indicate ref¬
erence to the style.
The design concept of the front is perhaps not unique;
a few buildings which might have suggested an inspiration
had appeared in the East previously,®

However, the design

of the intricate detail, and the carpentering of It, has a
creative quality of originality.

It shows precision of

fine craftsmanship—even now, after many years without
maintenance, the front retains most of its detail.
Certainly this was a desire for integrity.

A

7

Ibid.. p. 320,

®Talbot Hamlin, The American Spirit in Architecture
(New Haven: Yale University Press i '1 §26), Hamlin illustrates
a suggestive design on p. 176, fig. 375#

delightful and picturesque front such as this could not
have failed.to arrest the eye.

Ecclesiastical Carpenter Gothic

Ecclesiastical architecture progressed from unpre¬
tentious "carpenter Gothic" edifices to churches of monu¬
mental proportions within several decades,
buildings* many of the early,

As in domestic

small-scale religious struc¬

tures were inspired by pattern books,

Richard Upjohn*

prominent church architect of the East during the middle
of the nineteenth century* in 1852 published Pn.lohnVs
Rural Architecture,^ . It was a pattern, book which con¬
tained drawings of a small mission church, a chapel, a
parsonage, and a schoolhouse,
especially for

Upjohn produced the took

those parishes who were too poor to

afford even the most modest architect’s fee or too distant
to permit personal attention,”^
Upjohn* when designing his rural churches, realized
that they would have to be stripped of all liturgical elab¬
oration mid would have to rely*

estheticaXXy on admirable

proportions and balance,
Though simple, it [the mission] church was churchly,
and it was provided with a lateral tower, nave, chancel
and robing room,... The design is early English, with

^Richard Upjohn, Unlohn’s Rural Architecture (Hew
York* G,I% Putnam, 1852},

Churchman (Hew Yorl

Upjohn, Richard Upjohn; Architect and
Columbia 'iSlverii'ty""Pres's", 1939)* '"p, 90

-60plaln lancets in the nave and a triple lancet in the
chancel....A simple pitched roof over both nave and
chancel was supported by arched traces. Internally the
walls were to be plastered, and externally they ’were to
be covered with, board and battens.11
"...The type was quite literally spread far and wide
over the country"1^ and the Northwest was no exception for
there are a number of small churches which suggest Upjohn*s
design,

Ke intended for the drawings to be used as general

suggestions rather than formulae and parishes usually modi¬
fied the drawings according to local conditions and expedi¬
encies.
A majority of Upjohn*s commissions for ecclesiastical
work came from Episcopal Church groups.

Iri the Northwest,

it can be noted that the Episcopalians were generally the
ones who used his pattern book the most and the ones who
generally showed the most concern for proper expression of
the religious edifice on the frontier.
A modified example of Upjohn*s design is the Episcopal
Church (1880*s) in Silver City, Idaho (fig. 32).

As xfas

often the case, the lateral tower is omitted, however, the
simple maos of the nave and the separate expressions of the
chancel mass is retained.

Proportions are similar to those

of Upjohn*s church design with the placement of four lancets
per side of nave.

Having omitted the lateral tower, a very

modest belfry was substituted.

Unfortunately, the board and

battens of Upjohn * s design were replaced by clapboards,
thereby limiting the vertical character of the mils.
11

Ibid,. p. 118.

12

llia., p. 120.
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The church in Sliver City demonstrates a concept
of site selection whloh was commonly respected in early
towns.

In communities which were situated on uneven terrain,

the religious edifice typically occupied the most conspicuous
site—-away from the tom’s center of activity*

There was

a desire to separate the physical from the religious envi¬
ronment*

The unostentatious church in Silver City gained

considerable distinction by its situation on a rocky eminence.
Regardless of the approach from town, the edifice always
arrests the eye with authority*
There are numerous other carpenter Gothic edifices
in the Northwest which possibly have their origins in other
plan books of the period.

Regardless of the source of design,

however, detail and ornamentation was generally of a provin¬
cial character—often charmingly naive and effective.

Victorian Gothic
Most Northwestern communities, as their economies
stabilised, began building with a feeling for a greater
degree of permanence,

Among the first structures to show

consideration for posterity are the ecclesiastical edifices
of Gothic inspiration.
Gothic Victorianisra had become an appreciable influ¬
ence by the 1880’s*

Throughout the region a large number

of rusticated stone churches appeared in the idiom.

The

design of many of the smaller, modestly scaled provincial
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edifices were possibly derived by parishes from illustrated
magazines, newspapers*

and books from the East.

But even

some of the larger buildings, which were designed by archi¬
tects,

suggest Eastern prototypes—perhaps deriving from

architectural journals.
In the characteristic Victorian manner, most of the
churches are free In plan and arrangement of mass.

The

St. James Episcopal Church (1890) in Bozeman, Montana is
typical of numerous churches in the northwest which were
constructed on a similar scale (fig* 33)*

The dominant

lateral tower converging into an octagonal belfrey roof, a
central plan arrangement, the restraint in elaborate detail,
and the warm ashlar masonry are common features.
The St. Lukes Episcopal Church (1882) in Tacoma,
Washington is also similar to this arrangement (fig, 34)*
Here, an architect’s services were possibly enlisted since
it is of a more monumental nature*

It has a cross type

plan arrangement and is much mor*e refined in detail than
many of its counter parts on a smaller scale*
One of the finer monumental churches in the Northwest
before 1893 is the First Presbyterian Church (1886-90) of
Portland, Oregon (fig. 35)*

The church is the work of

¥.F. McCaw, designer of a number of other buildings In
Portland at this time.^

The Church of Unity (1866-68) in

Springfield, Massachusetts, a Gothic Revival edifice which
was one of H,H, Richardson’s earliest works, probably

^Ross, on, oit,. p. 61.

63inspired MeCaw for there is a marked similarity between
the two churches (fig, C appendix),

McCaw expressed the

narthex in the same manner as did Richardson,

The porch

at the left and the massing of the tower, as well as that
of the nave, further suggests the Church of Unity,
By the 1890's the Gothic Revival style had lost some
of its prestige in the Northwest.

H,H, Richardson's Roman¬

esque Revival style had become a dominating influence.

Not

only do a great many civic buildings reflect his influence,
but, also, a number of churches appear with Romanesque
markings.
The First Methodist Church (1890) in Cheyenne, Wyo¬
ming shows the Romanesque Influence, perhaps, to a degree
of confusion with the Gothic Revival style (fig, 36),

With

the exception of the lancet windows and the rose window,
the church owes much of character to the Romanesque style.
Although the massing of the church with its gable roof •
perhaps suggests the Gothic Revival, the treatment of the
tower, superficially at least, is of Romanesque derivation.
In detail, the battering of the pilaster bases indicates
the sensitivity of the architect, who was J*P, Jullen of
Cheyenne, to Romanesque design concepts (fig, 3?)*
Thus, the Gothic Revival style received expression
in domestic, commercial, and religious edifices.

Domestic

Rural Gothic, however, was a somewhat less stable style
and did not remain in favor as long as ecclesiastical
Gothic, presumably because it lacked associative value.

The Gothic Revival style also appeared in early commercial
huildings but its usage never became wide-spread*

Although

by the 1880 * s permanent monumental churches were being
constructed throughout the Northwest, carpenter Gothic edi¬
fices continued to be erected in smaller communities until
around the turn of the century.
In the design of monumental churches before 1893, a
number of Northwestern architects looked to the East for
Inspiration*

Sclesslastical architecture was therefore

somewhat retarded stylistically since the Eastern designs
which served as inspiration were not always the most recent,
hence most up-to-date egressions*

High Victorian Gothic

architecture—of which the First Presbyterian Church in
Portland is an example—was mostly unfashionable in the
East by 1875,14
During the last decade of the nineteenth century,
there was an increasing awareness of the Romanesque style
which was made popular by H.K. Richardson.

Consequently,

there are many religious structures which either bear
markings or are wholly designed in the Romanesque style.
The rapid rise of the architectural profession during the
1880*a, which will now be considered, helped provide for the
Inception of the Romanesque style as well as a great many
others.
*^Cf, Henry-Ruosell Hitchcock, Architecture: Ninete¬
enth and Twentieth Centuries (Baltimere^engulrT'Hooks'^ 195c$),
p. 191.

28. Surgeon's Quarters, The Dalles,
Oregon, by Louis Scholl, 1857.

29. Commandant’s Residence, Ft. Simcoe,
Wa shington, 1857.

31. Anonymous Commercial Building, Silver
City, Idaho, 1880’s.

30. Peter Britt House, Jacksonville, Oregon, 1860's.

30. Episcopal Church, Silver City, Idaho,
1880's.

33. St. James Episcopal
Church, Bozeman,
Montana, 1890.

36. First Methodist Church,
Cheyenne, Wyoming, by
J.P. Julien, 1890.

34. St. Lukes Episcopal
Church, Tacoma

37. First Methodist Church *
Pilaster Detail.

35. First Presbyterian Church, Portland, Oregon,
by W.F. MoCaw, 1886-PO.
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THE NORTHWEST IN 1880

CHAPTER V
VICTORIAN ARCHITECTS
The Growth of Toms
During the 1860*8 a number of towns were founded
throughout the Northwest as a result of the discovery of
numerous gold bonanzas.

Gold camps, in turn, created a

large demand for goods thereby encouraging the establish¬
ment of Industry and commercial enterprise.

Many of these

industries, amoung them cattle and lumber, also became
bonanzas and a period of financial prosperity followed.
When the Gold Rush abated, industry would have been
left without a market had it not been for the completion
of the transcontinental railroads.

With their completion,

however, industry did not have to rely solely on demands
created by mining communities, but could ship directly to
Eastern markets.
Cities grew very rapidly in the decades between 1860
and 1890,

Louis Simonin, a Frenchman visiting Cheyenne in

1867, wrote:
Houses come by the hundred from Chicago, ready made.
I was about to say all furnished, in the style, dimen¬
sions, and arrangements you wish,,.,Let us visit this
city three months old, already so alive, so animated.
Here are houses changing places, traveling, down the
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streets on heavy vehicles. Dissatisfied with the first
location, they are going to locate elsewhere,*
At this date, Cheyenne was ono of the few toms in the
Northwest which had direct railroad transportation to the
East and the Importation of prefabricated houses was perhaps
not typical.

But the tempo of building activity, which was

indicated by Simonin, was characteristic of toms through¬
out the region.
Early boom periods, however, were not conducive to
the construction of permanent buildings.

During the 1860*s

many toms were founded on sites where gold had been dis¬
covered.

When the mineral wealth expired, there was always

a possibility that any given tom might be mostly abandoned
in favor of another area where a new gold strike had been
made.

Hence, structures of a temporary nature were all that

dared be erected.
There is little in the surroundings of placer camp
experience that suggests penance or develops the aes¬
thetic instinct, in the early days toms were founded,
but no man could guess which tom was to be permanentcivilization ms bound to follow the quartz leads,d
But as wealth accumulated, centers of trade and busi¬
ness were established*

These were permanent and encouraged

the influx of a stable population which was interested in
a tom* s cultural development.

Cheyenne became a nucleus

for the cattle Industry? Tacoma exported large amounts of
1 Louis Simonin, "A French View of Cheyenne in 1867,"
Unlabeled newspaper clipping, Wyoming State Historical
Department.
^"Some of Montana's Handsome Homes,11 The Anaconda
Standard. Sunday Morning, December 19, 1897, P. 28,

eoal and lumber; Helena was a mining center; Boise was the
hub of an agricultural area as well as a mining center; and
Portland grew wealthy from the salmon and lumber industries.
By the 1870*s and 1880*8 money was needed for the
continued development of industry.

Financial support was

solicited not only from the East* but also from Europe*
With foreign capital came foreign culture—there was con¬
siderable emigration from, Europe directly to the Northwest*
thus the region had direct communication with European
ideas and art.

Development of the Need for
Professional Services
The millionaire emerged as the hero of the 1880*a In
the Northwest and the one largely responsible for rapid
architectural, as well as cultural* progress.

With wealth,

buildings of pretentious dimensions and styles could be
financed.

If the wealthy individual desired, be could invest,

profitably, in a fine hotel or business block,

Honey could

import art objects and exuberant building materials from
the East, or often, directly from Europe.

Although some¬

times interested in ostentatious and bombastic display,
these men financed many buildings which contributed greatly
to the architectural beauty of the cities of the Northwest,
The percentage of the wealthy population was high;
Helena, Montana, with a population of 14.000, boasted fifty
millionaires by 1890.

Hot every town had this many

68millionaires but they all had their share of wealth during
this “parvenu** period*
As soon as Northwestern cities developed a degree of
commercial and political maturity, a need was felt for the
construct ion of large, permanent ■buildings—whence, the need
for architects was established*

A number of men migrated

to the Northwest during the 1880*0 to answer the need for
professional services.

Many were not really architects by

today * s professional standards, however, on the other hand
some were formally educated in the East or in Europe and
had considerable experience before coming ‘to the Northwest,

Background of Professional Men
No formal education was required for an Individual
to assume the title of "architect” and many who had little
formal training developed financially successful practices.
However, the academically educated, architects of the North-*
west, along with a few Eastern firms which accepted commis¬
sions in the region, were the ones largely responsible for
architectural progress*

fhey arrived with fresh ideas and

an awareness of developments in the East and in Europe,
Perhaps several biographical sketches will serve to
illustrate the varied level of professional qualifications.
Moreover, they will possibly suggest the diversified origins
of several various stylistic influences in the Northwest,
One architect of considerable foreign education and
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experience was John C. Paulsen*

Of German birth, he studied

architecture first at the school of architecture in Hanover
and later in Stuttgart and Berlin*

Following employment in

Constantinople, Vienna, Zurich, and Paris, Paulsen joined
the German army, came to this country on furlough, and
remained here.

He moved to Helena, Montana in about 1887

and became the State Architect,

While in Helena, he main¬

tained an extensive practice ana designed a number of
buildings there as well as in other toms in Montana."*
George D* Ralnsford, Cheyenne architect, came from
Hew York*

He was tom wealthy and his parents wanted him

educated as a professional man.

In Europe he received his

education after which he returned to Hew York where he
practiced in partnership with W*A* Bates for several years*
Ralnsford, reported as being an eccentric individual, then
moved to Wyoming where he invested in the cattle Industry
and maintained an architectural practice*

After moving to

Cheyenne, he practiced not for profit, but only as a hobby,^
An architect Who contributed greatly to the early
architectural beauty of Spokane was Kirtland Gutter*

He was

born in Cleveland in 1860 and received his education at the
Art student's League in New York.

Cutter then devoted sev¬

eral years to travel in Europe studying drawing, painting,
^Information on Paulsen is from his obituary which
appeared In the Helena Daily Independent. April 1, 1897*
^Information on Ralnsford is from an Interview with
William G* Haas of Cheyenne who had a personal aquaintance
with him.

-70and sculpture in Dresden and Florence.

After selecting

architecture as his life's work, he returned to the United
States.

In 1886, motivated by an opportunity to establish
c

a practice in the West, Gutter moved to Spokane.
All of the above men have, in common, some amount
of foreign education.

It is perhaps significant to note

that they all developed or adopted, to some extent, a
personal expression which appears to have been influenced
by their experience in Europe.

Much of Paulsen's work has

a romantic Baroque quality (fig. 80); Rainsford, possibly
due to education in England, worked only with the Queen
Anne Style (fig. 40); and Cutter was occupied with dev¬
eloping a regional expression (fig. 110). Thus, not all
architectural forms or styles can be attributed solely to
Eastern influence.
On the other hand, many architects were self-made
and perhaps Intellectually unqualified to assume the title.
They assumed it mostly by experience in construction, com-,
plernented by a small amount of home study, and certainly
could not have had much background on which to base-artistic
solutions to building problems—they were "carpenterarchitects.*’
G-.S. Appleton, a self-made architect, was corn in
Vermont.

He attended Ofcerlln College but presumably did

not study architecture there.

In St. Paul, Minnesota, he

^Information on Cutter is from a display of his work
which is now filed in the Spokane Public Library.

learned the carpenter’s trade.

Appleton began work as a

journeyman carpenter in Helena in 1884 and, becoming pro¬
ficient at his trade, spent his spare time studying archi¬
tecture.

Later, he assumed an architectural practice,^

Henry M, Patterson was born in Ohio and educated in
an academy there,

Following school, he served an appren¬

ticeship to the carpenter’s trade.

After moving to Butte,

Montana in 1881 and working as a journeyman for one year,
Patterson began work as a contractor and builder.

During

the time he was engaged in contracting and building, he was
constantly studying architecture,

Gradually Patterson be¬

came proficient in his studies and finally devoted his full
time to an architectural practice,?
Appleton and Patterson's qualifications are typical
of numerous architects whose names fill the pages of early
city directories.

Many were really only surveyors, engine¬

ers, or land developers.

As in the case of Patterson and

Appleton, it is significant to note that little, if anything,
can be learned of buildings which they might have designed.
Presumably, much of their work was copied from popular
illustrated journals and was not significant enough to war¬
rant any type of record,
Ethical standards were not established during this
periodj architects could, and did, advertise.

The following

^Information on Appleton from Helena Illustrated
(Minneapolis: Frank C. Thresher, Publisher,' 1890) p*
^Information on Patterson from Joaquin Miller, An
Illustrated History of the State of Montana (Chicago: The
Lewis Publishing Co*, 1894), p. 130*
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are typical of many advertisements which appeared in news¬
papers of the day:
ARCHITECTS
COOPER & AJT0ERSON
plans, specs, etc*
furnished on application
satisfaction guaranteed0

H, W, Bauer
Architect
Boise City Idaho
All business will receive
prompt and careful attention^
A few architects became involved with political
intrigues.

In some instances they are known to have

collaborated with contractors and political factors in
efforts to change plans for personal gain,

John G. Paulsen,

after a fine career in architecture, was being indicted for
graft by the state of Montana at the time of his death.
the other hand,

SOBS©

On

integrity on the behalf of architects

was evident; Gass Gilbert51 s plans for the Montana state
Capitol were rejected because he refused to pay the bribe
money which would have rendered them acceptable,"*0

How¬

ever, in spite of known political intrigues, ethical chaos
cannot be considered as a typical attribute of the profes¬
sion during this period.

8

May 30, 1882, p, 4,

%he Commonwealth of Idaho, April 15, 1892, p, 2,
Dor thy M. Johnson, "The Graft that Failed," Montana:
The Magazine of Western History, Autumn, 1959, p. 3,
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Contributions of Eastern Firms
Eastern architects wore not without a direct in¬
fluence on the architecture of the Northwest in the 1880*s.
Often clients wanted the test that could be had and com¬
missioned Eastern firms to do work.

KcKim, Mead and

White designed the Portland Hotel and the Tacoma Hotel5
Louis Sullivan was commissioned to design an Opera House
flock for Seattle in 1890, although it was never built}
Gass Gilbert designed the Montana Club in Helena—to name
several.
The significant contributions of Eastern firms were
not only in the work which they did, but also in the men
which they trained who later established practices in the
new region.

Men, who had been trained in some of the

leading offices of the East, sometimes moved West to
establish their practices*
Such was the instance with the establishment of the
firm of Whidden and Lewis in Portland*

When Charles Follen

MeEira journeyed to Portland to inspect sites for hotels and
stations, he took with him W*M. Whidden,^

Latex-1 Whid&en,

with Ion Lewis, was sent back by the firm to supervise the
construction of the Portland Hotel.

They remained and,

"with their background in some of the most professional
11

Charles Moore, The Life and Times of Charles Follen
MeKim (Poston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1929), P* 319*

-74offices in the East, and their own talent, they inaugurated
a new* era in Oregon architecture. ” ^

Cultural Aspirations of Northwestern Towns
Cultural aspirations were high in almost every north¬
western community during the Victorian era.

Newspapers

regularly devoted sections to the arts which included arti¬
cles about architects and buildings.

A newly completed

structure would often be lavishly described and illustrated.
It was not uncommon for Sunday editions to feature articles
and drawings of the finer residences in a city,

Newspaper

articles were always boastful of architectural progress and
consistently related that progress to the material prosperity
of an area.
Any portrayal of the social condition of a people
would be deficient that did not describe their homes,
and on the other hand no better indication of the
productiveness of a country and the material prosperity
of its people can be educed than is reflected in the
character of their dwelling..These and many other
dwellings were designed by architects of Cheyenne,
Hew York or Denver....Low iron fences mounted upon
cut stone, give a metropolitan air to the premises
that would scarcely be expected in a newly built
western town^3
However, the people were not concerned only with
materialism.

V/ith the typical Victorian attitude, they also

associated morality and intellectual!am with architecture.
^Marlon Dean Ross, "Architecture of Oregon: 18451895," Oregon Historical Quarterly, March, 1958, p* 62.
^3”Pine Residences," Cheyenne Dally Sun, Especial
Edition, September, 1885.
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Churches and schools are guides by which to discover
the real intellectual, moral, and commercial standing
of any city. They are always indicative of progress
and prosperity, when they, themselves, are prosperous,^
There was a definite ambition for progress in the
arts, especially in architecture.

People were concerned

about the metropolitan character of their towns; they were
ambitious and aspired to emulate Eastern cities.
Architecture, to be meaningful to the Victorians, had
to convey romantic associations—the purpose (not function)
of a building was preferably symbolized by the character of
its appearance through the use of a historic architectural
style or decorative features.

This attitude probably made

the architect’s role one of importance, and mad© people
receptive to his ideas,

"During the years of prosperity

and boom preceding the disastrous panic of 1893 the people,
In a spirit of hopeful ambition, demanded from architects
and builders the test that could be had. ' '°
x

rut at the came time, the people made the Victorian
Architect's position somewhat perplexing.

There was a con¬

flict between styles—as to which one was moot fashionable
at any given time—and also confusion as to the exact
romantic meaning embodied by each style.

Fashion and

romance thus added to the bewilderment of the architect.
An architect's profession is attended with innumer¬
able difficulties, because he has to please so many
1/i

Cheyenne Dally Leader. July 16, 1882, p.3«

^Klrtland Cutter, "Spokane Architecture," Spokes¬
man Review (Spokane), October 6, 1897*
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and conform himself to almost numberless tastes and
stylos; people often call for forms of structure that
give combinations of half a dozen different varieties,
and which make the architect feel as if he were entirely
HORS DE COMBAT
When a demand is made for Gothic style on one side of'
the house, Elizabethan on the other, to say nothing of
Corinthian chimneys, it is pretty hard to make a
pleasing combination,1®
The preceding excerpt expresses quite aptly the confusion
which the architect encountered*
A new society will often attempt more than it can
achieve and the Northwest was no exception.

Optimistic

millionaires of the Victorian era made vast plans—many of
them never to be realized.
Montana (fig, 38),

Such was the case with Mossmaln,

P.P. Mossmaln, one of Montana*s early

builders, attempted to found an entire city.

Wanting it

carefully planned, he went to Chicago and hired Walter
Burley Griffin, planner of the capitol city of Canberra,
Australia, to design the city.

Although plans were com¬

pleted, the tom was never platted, 17

There was little tom

planning in the early years of the Northwest, and the only
tom that was ever planned in its entirety failed.
Thus, by the early 1880*8 the Northwest had matured
to a social, financial, and political status which created
a great demand for professional men.

The architects who

migrated to the region at that time were of varied
1^Cheyenne Daily Sun. December 26, 1882,
17The date of Mossmaln1s proposal has not been
ascertained. Although it is typical of Victorian ambition,
it is quite possible that it may not belong within the
scope of this paper.
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fcackground and ability*

-

People were very receptive to the

architect but In a period of numerous stylistic fashions,
his role was one of confusion.

38. Mossmain, Montana, by Walter Burley Griffin.

CHAPTER VI
VICTORIAN DOMESTIC BUILDINGS
Victorian Architecture
The romantic period of the 1870’s and 1880*e some¬
times referred to as the "parvenu period," ms a time of
frenzied building activity*

It was an age of confused

social values and the beginning of a great scientific age.
The rapid attainment of wealth by many and the correspond¬
ing rapid growth of cities had a sometimes diverge impact
on the architecture of the era.

The newly formed monetary

aristocracy was sometimes more interested in the ostentatious
show of wealth than In the display of disciplined works of
art.

And, in domestic architecture, even those who could

not afford exuberant and lavish residences wanted their
homes to look like mansions.
The Victorian period was an era of Renaissance Revi¬
vals in which many styles, which were derived from the
Renaissance period of European architecture, served as
inspiration for architectural expression.

However, in spite

of the apparent chaos of art during this era, there were a
number of structures erected which are ©sthetlcally succes¬
sful,

Often, when historic styles served as point of
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doparture, there was a sensitivity and discipline of
design and a restraint in ornament that rendered many
Victorian buildings handsome*
In addition to experimentation v/lth the Renaissance
Revival styles, there was a significant attempt at regional
expression in the northwest towards the latter part of the
century*

This trend, although still a part of romanticism,

indicated consideration for appropriateness of style in
regard to climate and natural building materials*
It is interesting to observe that, in the Northwest,
the popularity of a particular style used in a specific
building type varies in different areas within the region.
Moreover, the quality and purity of various modes employed
in different areas are also diverse*

Although much of the

Northwest architecture of the Victorian era was highly
derivative-originated from Eastern and European trends—
there appears to have been a regional feeling concerning
styles.

Not every foreign fashion became uniformly popular

throughout the West.
The coast, which in some respects had more oppor¬
tunity to receive dlreot communication of Eastern influence
and which was expanding more rapidly, displays in its archi¬
tecture a quality which more explicitly reflects the East.
The areas around Cheyenne and Spokane—where the influence
of the Queen Anne style appears to have been the most pro¬
found—have an unusual number of fine residences.

In addi¬

tion to the artistic tastes of the architects, this was
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possibly duo. on behalf of the public * to nostalgia and
particular romantic views concerning the stylistic char¬
acter of residential architecture.
Helena*o commercial buildings have a bold baroque
quality and an originality of character that is perhaps
unparalleled by other areas,

This can partially he attri¬

buted to the optimistic attitude of the merchants and the
personal expression of architect John C, Paulsen#

However,

these are all generalisations and are not to say that each
area did not have notable representations of quality and
style in all building types.
It will be convenient to treat the work of the
Victorian era, with one exception, in five distinct groups
according to building type#

Domestic edifices will be con¬

sidered stylistically in this chapter whereas resort and
hotel buildings, bank and commercial buildings, and educa¬
tional and monumental structures will be presented in
separate chapters.

Romanesque architecture, which includes

examples from the preceding classification, is so profound
an influence as to warrant segregation end treatment in a
separate chapter*

The Queen Anne Style
One of the imported domestic influences which retain¬
ed a degree of purity upon its introduction into the United
States was the Queen Anne style.

It became popular in this
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country In the 1870*s, following a revival movement In
England by Richard Norman Shaw, and received impetus from
the British buildings at the Centennial Exposition of 1876
in Philadelphia#

Here, it later assimilated the concepts

of a number of Eastern architects, among them B.H. Richard¬
son, and eventually evolved into what Is termed the "shingle
style.
Queen Anne buildings in England were an architecture
of brick, half-timbering and stucco, and tile with generous
tanks of leaded casement windows and high brick chimneys.
However, in the United states, due to the difficulty of
manufacturing tile, shingles were usually substituted as a
wall surfacing material*

Stucco and half-timbering were

gradually considered less important, eventually becoming
subservient or being eliminated altogether.

Stone was some¬

times substituted for brick, or, it too was eliminated In
which case the building was surfaced entirely with shingles.
Changes in materials were accompanied by corresponding changes
in planning—plans became freer, interior space more open,
and the massing of a building became more expressive of the
Interior volumes#

To some extent, the same trends and

adaptations of the movement were experienced in the Northwest.
One of the first buildings of the shingle style in
the far West is the William Sturgis house (1884) in Cheyenne,
'Wyoming (fig. 39).

It was designed by George D* Rainsford

%ee Vincent J* Scully, Jr*, The Shingle Style (Hew
York: Yale University Press, 1955).

“82and v/.A. Bates of New York arid "...is especially important
because it represents the spread of the new design to far
western areas....1,2

'The Wyoming territory, at least, would

have been very receptive to the English derived style because
of nostalgia.

Many cattlemen of this area were of English

descent and a suggestion of the Queen Anne style must have
been a sentimental reference to their native country.
The Victorians* desire for picturesque composition
actually encouraged freedom in planning*

Functional relation¬

ships regarding room placement and size could be made with¬
out regard to formality.

If a highly irregular plan resulted,

so much the bettor since more picturesqueness would result.
The A.E. Converse house (1885) in Cheyenne was also
designed by Bates and Rainaford (fig. 40),

It Is typically

American in concepts of planning whereas in the use of
exterior materials it owes much to the influence of the
Queen Anne style.
Both the Sturgis and the Converse houses have Irreg¬
ular plans resulting from functional relationships of rooms
(figs. 39 & 40).

In both, the generous many-landing stairs

are expressed as an exterior mass.

The openness of plan in

the latter—the hall, drawing room, and the stairway are
interpenetrating spaces—is an American development and
anticipates spacial concepts of Interior arrangements
which were to become popular In later years.

On the

Converse house, the veranda and provision of balconies off
2

rdd., p. 77.

-83the second floor bedrooms (one is shown in the illustration
on the left side of the front chimney) and the Incorporation
of them as an integral part of the massing of the house—
rather than as an adjunct—is an Americanization of the
Queen Anne style*
The shingles were shaped to simulate English tile and
are confined to the upper portions of the house,

Frick around

the lower floor of the building and the high brick chimneys
placed at the perimeter of the building as well as banks of
raany-paned casement windows all suggest English influence.
After moving to Cheyenne, architect-cattleman George
D. Rainsford, who had been educated in Europe and presumably
in England, further Inculcated the influence of the Queen
Anne style.

He evidently did not consider this style as a

slight fashion*

Every building that Rainsford designed,

including the stone and shingle service buildings on his
own establishment—the Diamond Ranch—showed his preference
for the Queen Anne idiom.
A restrained statement of the Queen Anne influence
translated into the shingle mode is the Van Tassell carriage
house 0880‘s) in Cheyenne (fig, 41).

This building, which

was presumably designed by Rainsford, is quite functionally
expressive—the lack of chimneys, small perforations in the
mass, and the double door to the loft immediately identified
its purpose to the people of its day.

It is an excellent

example of structural expression in the shingle style—a
light wood skeleton covered fcy a thin skin of shingles.

The carriage house urns very carefully and handsomely
detailed (fig. 42),

A provision of a continuous water table

(the projection of the bottom course of shingles out from
the foundation), the small-paned windows, and the slope and
massing of the roof are all details which refer to the
Queen Anne style.

Visual relief from austerity of wall sur-

face is provided in the upper portion of the wall by the
change from a rectangular to an oscillating shingle pattern.
The Queen Anne style in this country assimilated many
of Richardson’s concepts in the organisation of the interior
space and in the use of materials.

In Spokane, the J.N,

Glover house (1388) by Kirtland Cutter is akin to the spirit
of innovation that prevailed in the East concerning the use
of the style (fig, 43),

The random ashlar masonry work on

the lower story of the house and the heavy, rusticated
entry-arch can possibly be attributed to the influence of
Richardson*

The "porte‘-coehere*’ as an integral part of the

house and the curved "piasza" were also popular features in
the East during this period (fig, 44),

Still in the spirit

of the Queen Anne style, however, are the high chimneys,
half-timbering and speckled stucco, and the progressive
projection of masses in a vertical plane.

The Italian Villa in the Northwest
More popular, in the Northwest, than the Queen Anne
style was the mode derived from the rural villas of Italy,

'85Italian Villas were introduced into the region before the
Queen Anne idiom and, on the coast,

became more popular*

During the first half of the nineteenth century,

the

Italian Villa style was Introduced into the United States
by English pattern boohs.

Although it had been a popular

style in the East since the 1840*8, it did not appear in the
northwest until three decades later.

As was the case with

the masonry buildings of the Gothic and Greek Revivals, the
native mode of masonry construction in Italy*s Villas was
Americanised and transposed into wooden construction.

Again,

like the Gothic Revival, the "villa" style reached the North¬
west via the house pattern book.
A.J. Downing and Calvert Vaux were among those who
contributed to the propagation of the movement in America*
Downing, Along with his Rural Gothic cottages, also pub¬
lished designs for villas in the Italian style.3

vaux,

Downing*s successor, published at least two editions of a
book on villas and cottages.^
Italian Villas were of several types j one featured
asymmetrical massing with bay windows; smother type—which
seldom appears in the Northwest—featured asymmetlreal
massing of plain rectangular forms with a dominating tower,
whereas a third variety was of cubical mass and had a cupola
centered on top of a flat or hip roof.

Regardless of type,

■^Andrew Jackson Downing, The Architecture of Country
Houses (New York? D. Appleton ajid~CoTT~1853n
^Calvert Vaux, Villas and Cottages: A Series of Designs
Prepared for Execution'in''the"''unrted 'states'" TNevr'Yorlct^"^per‘"
and Brothers", T§6TH

-36brackets and deep cornices are generally an Important part
of Itallanate buildings In the northwest.
Wood carving and paneling and imported art objects
often added suaptuoneness to many villas as well as other
Victorian houses.

The double door of the entry to the Hiram

B, Kelly house (1880*3) In Cheyenne is an example of some
of the exuberant woodwork commonly used during the 1880*3
(fig, 45),

The house, itself, is not outstanding and relies

mostly on a bracketted comics and cast iron creating for
embellishment.

As it was constructed—and probably designed—

by a local contractor, M, P, Keefe, the design was possibly
derived from a plan book or other popular source,
"One appeal of this [Italian Villa] style was its
emphasis on proportions which made elaborate detail and
archeological research unnecessary,.,."5 ©*© A„T, Babbitt
house (before 1884) in Cheyenne is an example of an expres¬
sion in the Italian manner which observes this concept (fig,
46)«

Mass and proportion is emphasised by the plain treat¬

ment of exterior walls,

Brackets were not u*sed on the

cornice instead, a continuous textured band ms provided.
Other than this, the house gets most of its Itallanate
quality from the flat-arched openings, the projecting,
octagonal masses, and the hipped roof (the porch is not
original).

Although It does not have an enclosed observa¬

tory, there was provision for access to a roof platform,
^C.L.V, Meeks, "Henry Austin and the Italian Villa,"
The Art Bulletin. (June, 1948), p. 143.

87Vlllas were not so popular in th© inland region of
the Korthwest as on the coast*

Views of new residential

developments in coastal cities during th© 1880*s generally
show numerous houses In the Italianat© style*

’’Formerly

rows of such houses, usually in spacious ground, marked the
residential section of the city [Portland].”6

Perhaps house

pattern books were more influential there or perhaps the
sentiments of the people were such that they were more
receptive to the style*
The Slocum house (1880‘s) in Vancouver, Washington
represents an example of the bracketted style of simplified
rectangular massing (fig. 47)•

Italianate detail is rather

sparse consisting primarily of brackets and bay windows on
the lower story*

The provision of cupolas, or observatories,

was not common in the northwest.
An anonymously owned and designed house in Portland,
Oregon, illustrated in figure 48, will serve as a represen¬
tation, in type, of the numerous villas which appeared
along the coast during the 1870‘s and 1880*s.

Typically,

they were almost entirely of wood construction and had
continuous two-story bay windows, a heavily bracketted
cornice, asymmetrical massing, and a deep porch*

On the

interior, the bay windows served as framework for layers
of intricate drapery to correspond with the lavish provision
of the other decoration.
%arion Dean Ross, '’Architecture of Oregon: 18451895," Oregon Historical Quarterly* March, 1958, p. 54.
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Second Empire Domestic Fundings
The French Second Empire style also appeared in the
Northwest daring the 1870‘s.

Although domestic examples

were not by any means uncommon, the Mansard style never
attained the popularity of the other Renaissance Revivals,
As with Italian Villas, designs for mansard roofed resi¬
dences also appeared in the house pattern books of the
latter, half of the nineteenth century.
The C.W. Moore house (1876) of Boise, Idaho is a
good example of the modest mansard residence (fig. 49)#
Ornamental detail is rather sparse.

Most noteworthy is the

grouping of brackets in pairs, the polychromatic masonry,
and the perhaps original, ornamental manner of construction
of the flat-arched openings.
On a larger scale, but similar in spirit, is the

)J

Jacob Kara® house (1871) in Portland (fig, 50

It is more

profuse in detail and is really a fine mansard residence.
Although the house appears to be of masonry construction,
it is actually a wooden structure in which flush boards have
been applied to obtain a smooth exterior surface.

The

quoinlng of wood employed on the corners rendered the
impression of stone more complete.
Although the Dare house (before 1890) in Cheyenne is
not a result of the influence of the Second Empire style,
^Moved from its original site.

it is of French inspiration (fig, 51).

This picturesque

structure—now, appropriately known as "Old Castle Dare”—
was designed by J.P. Julien and quite aptly expresses the
romanticism of the period.

It has a quality of honesty

and strength that some of the revivals failed to achieve;
there is little detail which is not an Integral part of
the structure.

Miscellaneous styles
Along with the more or less stylistically defined
Renaissance Revival styles there appeared a number of
buildings of diverse stylistic origins.

Perhaps some were

nostalgic re-creations; others further resulted from the
influence of house pattern books—for they contained more
than designs for Gothic cottages, Italian Villas, and
mansard residences.

Still others may have been copied

from popular illustrated journals (for instance, Godv1s
Ladies Book featured fashionable designs).

Many more were

extavagant and dissolute designs by "carpenter-architects,”
There was almost infinite variety in the quality of taste
in domestic construction by 1890.
The S, Loggan house (1830rs) in Poise, Idaho is a
re-creation of the Southern Colonial style (fig, 52),
Is large but not ostentatious.

It

An interesting incorporation

is the oriel window which lights a stairway.
The General L.F, Cartee house® (before 1890) Is
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representative of a phase in the “stick style" (fig* 53),°
The walls are skeletally articulated; that is, the major
members of the structural frame are indicated by boards
which were applied vertically to the exterior wall surface.
Openings or clapboards were then contained within the major
indications of the structure.

Massing is vertical; verge-

hoards and flnlals recall the Gothic Revival whereas the
observatory platform on the roof recalls concepts of the
Italian Villa style,
A full-blown example of the "Parvenu Mansion" is
the Samuel Word mansion (before 188?) in Helena, Montana by
architects Paulsen and McGonnel (fig* 54),

It is tremendous

in scale and owes its forms and ornamentation to the influ¬
ence of no one particular style.

As was sometimes the case,

it was an extravagant and bombastic display of wealth.

How¬

ever, for its large size, it is not overly frivolous and
laey compared to many houses of the same period*

Regional Expression
Amid the intense activity of the Renaissance and
other styles there was also consideration for regional
expression*

Regard was shorn for climate and natural

^Demolished,
9por structural concepts of the “stick style," see
Vincent J, Scully, Jr,, "Romantic Rationalism and the Ex¬
pression of Structure in Wood: Downing, Wheeler, Gardner,
and the ►Stick Style,1" The Art Bulletin. XXXV (June, 1953),
pp, 121-42.
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building materials through the selection of a basic style
which was appropriate for the cold northern region and
which •utilised materials in their rustic state.
Klrtland Gutter of Spokane was perhaps the most
noteworthy regional architect of the Northwest during the
late 1880‘s and early 1890‘s*

One of his earliest works in

the practice of architecture was bis own house (1888) which
is an adaptation of the Swiss chalet (figs. 55

&
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At

this early stage of Cutter’s career—he was twenty-eight
when he designed his residence—it can he argued, that this
is merely another eclectic fashion.

However, the Swiss

style was fitting for the mountain regions of the North¬
west which were not unlike those of the chalet1a native coun¬
try,

Surely this style was meaningful to a people for whom

the mountains provided a major source of recreation as well
as a source of livelihood.

In Cutter’s later work, the

Swiss chalet served as an inspiration and, as will be seen
in his Idaho state Building at the Exposition of 1893, he
developed a true regional style that expressed climate,
resources, and ways of life of the people of the mountain
areas of the Northwest,
The T.C. Power house (before 1893) in Helena is
likewise not unique but reflects the region through the
rusticated use of local building stone (fig. 57)*

Although

the high chimneys, in form and placement, recall the influ¬
ence of the Queen Anne style, they have an original orna¬
mental quality about their construction—they are accented
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In a strong "cellular" manner,

Massing suggests Romanesque

concepts whereas the detail of the arches and ornament pos¬
sibly relates to the work of Louis Sullivan,
The Northwest, then, within the limitations caused
by local romantic feeling toward the use of particular
historical modes, paralleled the Hast in the use of the
Renaissance Revival styles,

However, some of the styles

appeared in the region later than ifhat would have been
considered fashionable in Eastern cities.

There was not a

homogenous expression of any one particular style through¬
out the region—some styles attained more popularity in
some areas than in others.

By the last decade of the nine¬

teenth century there was an interest shown for regional
expression, hence, a turn, in spirit, away from the
eclecticism of the Romantic era.
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CHAPTER VII
HOTELS AND RESORTS
Eastern Work In the Northwest
During the 1880’s and 1890*s Eastern architectural
firms received a number of commissions to do work in the
Northwest, especially for large projects.

In this manner

current standards of Eastern design—In addition to those
presumably conveyed by journals of the profession—were
Introduced into the region.

This influence was anti¬

vernacular and tended to discourage provincial expression;
it was a deviation from romanticism towards academicism.
Leading firms from the East were selected, many times,
not only as a result of their fin© reputations, but also
because it was Eastern capital which financed the buildings.
The client was often in the East and the job originated there.
Eastern concepts of design were introduced along the
Northwest coast in the construction of several hotels,
Henry Villard, promoter of the Northern Pacific Railroad,
favored the Eastern firm of McICim, Mead and White,*

In 1882

they were commissioned to design a hotel in Portland for the
%ee Charles Moore, The Life and Times of Charles
Pollen Mo Kim (Poston: HoughtonMifflin ' Company'i929) pp * 47-48,
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Northern Pacific Terminal Company (fig. 58)*

Construction

on the hotel was started and subsequently halted in 1883
due to the collapse of Villar&'s interests.

Later, a

syndicate of Portland capitalists acquired the property
and work was resumed,2

McKim, Mead and White sent W.M.

Vlhldden and Ion Lewis to supervise construction and in
1890 the Portland Hotel opened,
Stanford White had designed the Portland Hotel
using the Queen Anne style as a source of inspiration*

The

use of this style was not new to the firm for they had been
experimenting with it in a number of buildings prior to the
design of this hotel,5

it, as in most of McKim* Mead and

White's work, was carefully proportioned and detailed? it
was academically correct.
The rusticated arches and case of the building is of
definite Richardsonian character.

This is not surprising

since both McKim and White had previously worked under H*H*
Richardson,

Definite expression of the bay windows on the

inner court and at the corners adds a picturesque quality
of the Queen Anne style to the composition.
Articulation of the wall surface, horizontally by
ornamental trick string courses and vertically by brick
quoining, is suggestive of the patterns created by
^-The Oregonians Handbook of the Pacific northwest
(Portland: Lewis and Dryden’ l^inCing'""^^l j 18’94')”,p’, ’ 124”.
^Vincent Scully, Jr* Illustrates many of these in
his The Shimle Style (New Haven:Yale University Press,
1955)'.

•95half-timbering.

However, White’s consideration for this

surface treatment was probably for picturesquenesa rather
than for representation of a wood structure.

Whereas the

"shingle style" evolved as an Americanisation of the Queen
Anne style in domestic architecture, perhaps brick and
stucco used in this manner may also be considered as a
local innovation on the style;
Three years after the Portland Hotel project, in
1885#

MeKim, Mead and White wore commissioned to design

the Tacoma Hotel in Tacoma, Washington (fig. 59)It, too,
was designed by Stanford White.

Although the hotel is also

Identified with the influence of the Queen Anne style, it
is opposed to the Portland Hotel in that it is asymmetrical
and of less formal composition.

Polychromy is emphasised

more in the articulation of the wall surface into panels
of solids and voids.

Bay windows were eliminated, being

replaced by turrets on several of the corners.

It is more

freely massed than is the Portland Hotel, all of which
might indicate the experimental attitude of the firm at
this period and the restless urge for originality on the
part of Stanford White.
Of different stylistic inspiration but still character¬
istic of studied Eastern formalism is the Tourist Hotel (1893)
which was built by the Northern Pacific Railroad in Tacoma
(figs. 60, 61

&

62).

It was designed by the firm of G.W.

and W,D. Hewitt of Philadelphia in the early French
^The Tacoma Hotel has been demolished.

Renaissance style,

from its precarious site a magnificent

view can be had of the bay and the surrounding area.

In

1906, after the interior of the building turned, it was
converted Into a high school and still serves as such*

Provincial Designs
Many of the hotels In the Inland region of the Korthwest continued to retain more of a provincial character.
Architects there, as in the East, borrowed freely from his¬
torical sources but less concern was shown for accuracy of
archeological precedent or veracity to one style*

Designs

were more naive and lacked the refinement of some of the
better work being, done on the coast at the same time.
The Montana hotel (1888), built by Copper King
Marcus Daly in Anaconda, Montana, lacks the academic studiedness of some of the buildings on the coast at this period
(fig* 63).

Stylistically, the building is basically French

Renaissance with bay windows suggestive of the Queen Anne
style.

The arcade, used functionally as a means of allowing

for maximum light into rentable store space, adds a quality
of plasticity to the ground floor.

Embellishment consists

primarily of stained glass and a small amount of intricate
stone carving at the arch sprintings.
The Victorian era, with increasing wealth was
marked by increased leisure time by more people.
result, resort buildings tjecame more popular.

As a

Those

created a new problem for Northwest architects as there
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was little precedent—In the East or elsewhere—on which
to base designs.

Architects looked to less popular his¬

torical styles In an effort to give the resort its own
peculiar expression—It was an effort to create a unique
atmosphere.
The historical source for inspiration was Moorish
in the Broadwater Hotel and Natatorium (before 1890) in
Helena, Montana (fig. 64)

Architects Paulsen and

McConnel drew quite freely form Moorish sources incorpo¬
rating bulbous domes, circular geometric patterns, and
horseshoe arches in the design of the natatorium.

Perhaps

Paulsen*s varied education and experience was a determining
factor in the selection of this particular style for he
certainly must have been exposed to Moorish architecture
in his travels.

The hotel is less extravagant and is

expressed quite differently than the natatorium.

There

is less ornamentation and fewer forms which relate to
Moorish architecture.
The Boise Natatorium (1892) is, likewise, of Moorish
design (fig.

65)Here,

also, there is a generous display

of horseshoe arches, geometric patterns, and tesselatlon.
However, the Poise structure, because of only one axis of
symmetry whereas the natatorium in Helena has two axes, is
a more grandiose edifice; it is cathedral-like in character.
The twin observation towers, the masses flanking the towers,
5The natatorium has been demolished,
6
The Boise Natatorium has been demolished.

-98and the monumental entry complement the eminent quality of
the building.
The structure of the Boise Natatorium, as well as
that of the Broadwater resort, is perhaps significant in
that it represents, in the Northwest, one of the first uses
of the arch as a main structural element for defining inte¬
rior space (fig, 66).

These arches are amazingly light and

represent a true feeling for statics on behalf of the archi¬
tect, who, as yet, is anonymous.

Clerestory lighting, in

addition to that at ground level, provided a uniform high
level of illumination.
Thus, during the 1880’s the trends of.Eastern archi¬
tectural firms towards academicism were represented in the
design of several hotels for the Northwest coastal region.
Although still using styles in a romantic manner, these
designs vrore subject to more studied refinement.

However,

Inland creative work, mostly unaffected by this influence,
remained more provincial in character.

Confronted with

a new problem—the resort—Northwest architects experimented
•with Moorish stylistic elements in an effort to give the
new building type an expression of its own.

Except for an

insignificant amount of ecclesiastical work prior to 1893,
this is one of the few instances where Moorish architecture
became a mode of stylistic expression.

58. Portland Hotel, Portland, Oregon, by McKim, Mead and
White, 1882-90.
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60. Tourist Hotel, Tacoma, Washington, by G.W. and
W.D. Hewitt, 1893.

61. Tourist Hotel, Main
Entry.

62. Tourist Hotel, Detail.

63. Montana Hotel, Anaconda, Montana, 1888.
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66. Boise Natatorium, Interior

CHAPTER VIII
BA!ICS AND COMMERCIAL STREET ARCHITECTURE
Banks and commercial architecture, as a studied form
of deslgns were scarcely more than fifty years old when the
Northwest reached its apogee of economic development during
the nineteenth century.

As other buildings of this Romantic

period, they were of varied stylistic expression and, as a
group, often indicated disregard for esthetic unity along a
street.

Considered as entitles, commercial buildings often

expressed a desire for lavish commercial displays—-rich
design was their primary mode of advertisement and this
often dictated to the designers a requirement for elaborate
detail and composition.

This did not, however, necessarily

create tawdriness and ugliness,

Many commercial structures

were very exotic and had a provincial quality of rustic
splendor about them.
By the 1880*s there was little limitation in the availability of building materials.

Most communities had brick

plants and stone quarries and none of them were too distant
from iron foundries.

Transportation and wealth ms such

that, if desired, exuberant materials could be imported from
the East, or, even from Europe.
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100Cast Iron, as a facade material for commercial
striae tores, was adopted in the Northwest shortly after its
ascent to wide popularity in the East.

The use of oast

iron components, In addition to providing open display
areas, could give a visual continuity to a street.

It at¬

tained enough popularity in the large coastal cities to
provide this attribute, but in the inland region of the
Northwest It was less commonly employed.

Even when used,

the design of the upper stories was often so Incongruous as
to destroy this quality of street unity.

Tank Buildings
Cast iron was used as early as 1853 in Portland and
by the 1860's it had become almost universal for store fronts.*
Partially because of the decorative effect attainable with
cast iron at modest cost, it was used pretentiously in the
construction of banka.

Although sometimes more elaborate

than commercial structures, bank buildings usually had a
more sedate and stately character.

The Ladd, and Bush Bank

(1869) in Salem, Oregon is an excellent example of the use
of cast iron garniture (fig. 67)*

The design of the build¬

ing with its Italianate character and its profuse enrichment
certainly gives the building an air of luxury and dignity.
*Marion Dean Boss, A Century of Architecture in Oregon
(Souvenir Publication of Oregon1s Centennial Year Produced
under the Auspices of the Women's Architectural League of
the Oregon Chapter of AIA), p. 4.
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But, cast Iron was seldom used in a decorative fashion
in the inland region.

As in the National Bank (1892) in Rock

Springs, Wyoming, it was usually confined primarily to struc¬
tural usage (fig, 68)*

The two thin center columns are the

only iron components vlsable on the exterior and they were
made as insignificant as possible thereby giving little con¬
sideration for visual support of the stone mass of the second
story*

The building is simple and functional—the designer

relied mostly on the textural use of stone for enrichment.
Unfortunately, the composition seems unbalanced by the stone
mass on the right.
Many bank structures throughout the Northwest contin¬
ued to be of stone construction.

This is especially true

during the 1880*s, and after, since it had been discovered
that cast iron was not as fireproof as previously supposed.
The First National Bank of Helena, Montana (1886) is, on a
modest scale, a richly designed structure of masonry con¬
struction (fig,695*

In design, it disregards academic

rules for composition? the windows form no orderly facade
pattern—spacing, size, and proportion varies on each floor.
The possible variations in stone texture, color, and pattern
are fully exploited? at least two colors, three textures,
and four patterns are apparent*

Solidity, depth of wall

structure, and restraint in the number of different
materials which were employed in the provincial building
are commendable qualities.
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Commercial Buildings
Many of the early commercial buildings along the
coast were of a more pretentious scale than were those of
the inland region.

As several of the coastal cities were

considerably larger than any of the inland communities,
they could support more ambitious commercial enterprises.
Towns of the mountain and plains regions remained rural in
industry and attitude whereas the cities bordering the
Pacific rapidly became commercialized.
Towards the end of the centruy, as indicated in the
previous chapter on hotels, architecture along the coast
shows an increasing awareness of academic concepts of archi¬
tecture.

This is also apparent in commercial work.

Much

of the inland architecture, however, continues to remain
more romantic.
The New Market Block (1872), a market and theatre,
in Portland by W.W, Piper is an example of some of the ear¬
lier commercial work on the coast (fig* 70).

Perhaps most

significant is the plastic manner in which brick is used
for forming facade elements ouch as moldings and pilasters.
Although the style is most accurately described as Floren¬
tine Rennaissance, the architect labeled it as a "...com¬
bination of Corinthian and Modem."2
2Lee H. Nelson, "Architects of Oregon: Piper and
Williams," The Call Number, Spring, 1959, p. 7.

A further example of brick construction, only more
elaborate in detail, is In the Oakland Building (1891) in
Oakland, Oregon (fig* 71).

The cornice was boldly detailed

in an ornamental and rhythmical manner.

Cast Iron was em¬

ployed, but only on the ground floor.
The Dekum Block (1892) in Portland is quite in the
spirit of many Eastern designs of the same period (fig. 72).
It shows its indebtedness to both Richardson and Sullivan—
to the former by the treatment of the base; to the latter
by the rather intricate ornamentation.
Although the popularity of cast iron had diminished
in the larger metropolises of the Northwest, its usage per¬
sisted, to a moderate extent, in the smaller towns.

The

SRC Building (1889) in Ellensburg, Washington is perhaps
somewhat typical of the manner in which cast iron was used
throughout the nation as well as in the Northwest (fig. 73).
Iron Is used in bold manner, on the front only, and achieves
its primary purpose—the provision of maximum unobstructed
display area on the ground floor.
The Peace and Harmony Lodge (1892) of Butte, Montana
is a further demonstration of the use of cast iron (fig. 74)
In this Instance the iron was from a local foundry (fig. 75)
The upper floors evidently functioned as a lodge whereas
the lower story had provisions for several shops.
rather curiously adjusted to its steep site.

It is

Stepping-up

of the ground floor was probably made on the basis of dif¬
ferent available lengths of oast iron columns—there are
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three lengths employed.

Stylistically, the design of the

upper stories Is meant to suggest Florentine Renaissance
but it is simplified almost to the extent of losing its
identification.
Although the Cheyenne Fire Department Building (about
1885) is not a commercial building, it is included here since
it expresses the exoticism of the 1880*8 (fig, 76).

It Is ■

a design of fantasy-**the turret and balcony are purely
symbols of romanticism.

The gable is rather boldly orna¬

mented and the arch is enhanced by the inscription ”We
strive to Save.”

Commercial Romanticism In Helena
The commercial street architecture of Helena, Montana
has so much individuality and such a vigorous baroque quality
as to warrant special note.

Perhaps one Edwards Roberts

sensed this when he wrote in 1888: ”To the younger generation
Helena is a Parisian-like centre which he hopes in time to
see,”3
Possibly the robustness of Helena’s commercial build¬
ings can be attributed to three factors} the optimism and
joviality of the citizens and, most of all, architect John
C, Paulsen, whose wide and varied experience must have pro¬
vided him with a storehouse of potential.

It Is unfortunate

^Edwards Roberts, "Two Montana Cities,” Harper’s
Hew Monthly Magazine. Vol, LXXVXI (September, 1888}, p, 585.
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that authorship on many of those buildings is not known
sinoe it would more accurately verify, or disprove,

this

statement.
The Penn Block (before 18$0) by Paulsen and McConnel
Is an expression of the French Second Empire style which
had previously been popular in the East for monumental
buildings (fig* 77).

Although it is not as original as

many other Helena buildings,

it is worthy of note since its

elaborateness is quite in character with other Helena
structures.
What might be termed "Baroque commercialism" is aptly
illustrated by the Homer Block (about 1890) in Helena (fig.
78) .

It is an extremely elaborate and unrestrained design-**

there is little continuity in either form or materials.

In

addition to the variety of ornamentation and window design,
the facade is further highlighted by the use of stone and
brick of contrasting color and texture*
The Atlas Block (1886) is perhaps the apogee of
Romanticism—It tells a story (fig. 79)*

Exoticism is given

expression by a sculptured figure of Atlas, centered in the
facade,

supporting a column of stone which Is surmounted by

a dynamic sculpture of serpents.

It is difficult to surmise

the precise significance of this type of representationj
perhaps it was to attract attention, or, on the other hand,
maybe it was purely for fun*
However, Romanticism must not be allowed to detract
from the other qualities of the Atlas Block*

It is almost

106completely free of historical stylistic influence.

Even

the arch, which is treated in a more streamlined manner than
was common during the 1880*s, hears little relationship to
any style.

The thin spandrels* barely wider than the depth

of the floor, and the thin raullicns, which allowed for max¬
imum glass area, anticipate skeletal construction.
A further expression of "Baroque commercialism” is
the aptly named Novelty Building {before 1890} by Paulsen
and McConnel (fig. 80).

Stylistically, it was inspired by

the Second Empire style although Italianate detail is more
heavily expressed here than was common with the French style*
The facade is quite interesting and profusely detailed—con«
trasts in light and shade, polyohromy, and texture are all
exploited (fig. 81).

Ornamentation is also varied; note

especially the lion-headed booses and the Greek motifs on
the pilasters.

The manner in which the facade silhouettes

against the sky is worthy of mention—ad infinitum.

The

Novelty Building is truly a romantic expression of com¬
mercial showmanship.

Unfortunately the ground floor has

been remodeled.
Thus, bonks and commercial buildings were of varied
expression.

Cast iron was very popular in the large coastal

cities during the 1860‘s*

In the smaller towns of the

Northwest, it was used, to a limited extent, continuously
until the turn of the century.
In the commercial architecture of the larger cities,
reflections of Eastern trends in design become apparent by
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the last decade of the nineteenth century.

However, the

inland region retained a strong romantic and provincial
attitude and expressed these qualities in their commercial
buildings in delightful, decorative ways.

67. Ladd and Bush Bank, Salem,
Oregon, ty John Nestor,
1869.

68. National Bank, Rock
Springs, Wyoming, 1892.

69. First National Bank, Helena,
Montana, 1886.

70. New Market
Block, Portland,
Oregon, by W.W.
Piper, 1872.

71. Oakland
BuiIding, Oakland,
Oregon, 1891.

72. Dekum Block,
Portland, Oregon,
1892.
*

73. SRC Building, Ellensburg,
Washington, 1889.

74. Peace and Harmony
Lodge, Butte,
Montana, 1892.

75. Foundry Marking,
Butte, Montana.
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76. Cheyenne Fire Depart¬
ment Building, Cheyenne,
Wyoming, about 1885.

77. Penn Block, Helena, Montana, by
Paulsen and McConnel, before 1890.

78. Homer Block, Helena,
Montana, 1880 * s.

80. Novelty Building, Helena,
Montana, by Paulsen and
McConnel, 1890.

Montana, 1886.

81. Novelty Building, detail.

CHAPTER IX
ROMANESQUE ARCHITECTURE
The Influence of H* H. Richardson
Most, although not all, Romanesque buildings In the
Northwest are monumental and could, technically, be treated
in other sections with edifices of a Blmllar type of the
same period*

However, Romanesque structures are so distinc¬

tive that they deserve segregation.

Moreover, the Romanesque

was one of the few styles which matured to high level of
artistic attainment during the Romantic 1880*s and 1890* e—
its Influence was profound.
Romanesque Revival architecture had been popular in

%

i

the United States before H.H. Richardson*'

It, as all other

revivals, had been Imported from Europe, and like all other
revivals, it spread quickly and widely, becoming quite pop¬
ular around mid-century.

However, it remained for Henry

Hobson Richardson to give the style a robust personal flavor
which was to make it paradigmatic and a source of inspiration
for many architects throughout the country.
1

Carroll L.V. Meeks, "Romanesque before Richardson
in the United States," The Art Bulletin. XXXV (March, 1953),
P« 15.
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The genius of H»H. Richardson day not in the fact
that he used the Romanesque style for inspiration but,
rather, in the anti-archeological individuality which he
imparted to it.

He had a sensitive feeling for scale, for

texture of materials, and a great aptitude for expressing
the plan of a structure with bold and picturesque masses.
His buildings had structural depth and, in contrast to many
buildings of this period, did not rely on appliques for
facade expression.
Although no one could emulate Richardson, they could,
with his concepts, give their buildings a distinct quality
of style.

And the Northwest, as the East, has a number of

buildings by designers who were believers in his Style.

The

sources of his influence, in addition to the architectural
journals, can be ascertained to some extent*
The Ames Monument (1381-82), a pyramid of random
ashlar erected on a prominent site near Laramie, Wyoming, is
the only project by Richardson west of St, Louis (fig. 82)«2
On opposite sides of the pyramid appear plaques of the Ames
Brothers* heads In Quincy granite which were sculptored by
Salnt-Gaudens»
The Monument in Wyoming is a two-stepped pyramid with
a blunt, pointed top, all of great blocks of random ash¬
lar, It is decorated only with a simple troll placed
inscription on the front and two square bronae [sic]
plaques of Oakes and Oliver Ames, designed by Saint-Saudens,
on opposite sides* This is perhaps the finest memorial
in America, Against the background of the Rookies, It
is like an abstract mountain itself,,..Solid masonry
O

Most references locate this monument near Sherman,
Wyoming which no longer exists*

110mass and fine sculpture tier© enough. For the medallions
he chose the best young sculptor of the day, whose name
was just about to be made famous by his Farragut statue,
already designed but not unveiled until 1881.
...The monument in Wyoming is one of Richardson’s
least known and most perfect works....3
It Is difficult to vlsullze the scale of the monument
from illustrations.

The base is sixty feet square—the

blocks of the base course are approximately five by eight
feet.

The scale of the masonry gets progressively smaller

up to the first step where the masonry jointing changes from
random to horizontal coursing.
It is doubtful that the monument Itself had any influ¬
ence on Northwestern architecture, although it is probably
the first Richardsonian style structure in that region.
The site was, and still is, isolated although the railroad
did pass close by at one time.

And even if any architect

had been impressed—which he would surely have been upon
seeing the monument—there was little which could have been
imitated save the stone craftsmanship.

Foreign Influence from Richardson’s Disciples
The Ames brothers, who were close friends of Richard¬
son, had helped finance the construction of the Union Pacific
Railroad.

It is therefore Interesting to note that a number

of stations along the railroad are of the Richardsonian style.
^Henry-Huesell Hitchcock, Jr,, The Architecture of
H.H. Richardson and his Times (New Yorks The Museum of Modern
Art,' ,936);-p. ^97“ ; ' ■
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The union Pacific Railroad Station (1886) in Cheyenne
is in Richardson's Romanesque style (fig# 83#)

it was de¬

signed by Van Brunt and Howe of Kansas City* a firm which
was known for its success with the Richardsonian style#^
The Cheyenne station, except for being on a smaller scale,
is quite similar to the Union Pacific Station (1886) In
Ogden, Utah by the same firm*

it is distinctively located

on an axis with the Wyoming State Capitol and the tower,
pictorial in conception, was visible from a considerable
distance when approaching the city*

Although on a larger

scale than any of Richardson’s own stations, the passenger
concourse has a low hip roof and massing which suggests
them*

Moreover, dormer windows are employed to emphasise

the roof mass much in his fashion*

The stone work in the

station is polychromatic which is usually what Richardson
preferred, however, it illustrates the lack of scale and
precision of craftsmanship which is a typical feature of
many Richardsonian structures which were designed by his
followers*
In at least one case the source of Richardson* s
influence was direct*

The Tacoma Theatre (1888-90) in

Tacoma, Washington was designed by John Galen Howard, for*
marly one of Richardson’s better draftsmen (fig* 84)*5
%ee Henry-Russell Hitchcock, Jr., Architecturet
nineteenth and Twentieth Centuries (Baltimore: Penguin
Books," i9*381 * p. 227,
^The Washington Guide of the Federal Writer’s Project
credits the Tacoma Theatre to Stanford White* However, in
view of the documentation offered here and the fact that it
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Stylistically,
.. .The general appearance of the building is decidedly
Richardsonian, The generous entrances, the wide arches,
the conical points in the roof, the graceful gables and
the dormer windows, all suggest the great Boston Archi¬
tect. Ho particular nan© ever wan given to the style
which contained the admirable features of several ages
of architecture. While every building designed by
Richardson was unique, there was the sane temper in the
pen of each, and no one familiar with his work could
see one of his buildings and refrain from exclaiming
"Richardsoni" That the Tacoma theatre should bear
strong resemblance to this artist’s work is not surpris¬
ing for the design of the exterior was from the pen of
John Galen Howard, long a draughtsman in H.H. Richardson’s
office, and himself an architect of acknowledged ability,
a fact which his work in this city proves.^
The plan of the Tacoma Theatre is perhaps also much
in the manner of Richardson (fig. 85).

The auditorium is

expressed by the arcade whereas the gabled mass at the left
expresses the stage area.

On the ground floor the circular

tower contained a bank while other shops occupied the remain¬
der of the ground floor space.
The building is polychromatic; the base is of rollingham stone while red trick with white terra eetta accent was
used on the upper stories.

The dormer windows are of late

French Gothic type and the hip roofs have Richardson’s
saddle-back eave.

Rusticated stonework of the arches of the

porte-cochere and of the ground floor is likewise Richardson¬
ian—many more of his features could be mentioned, however,
5is not mentioned In the list of
Whites projects in Moore’s The life and
Follen MclClra this seems very unlikely.
been closely associated with Richardson
rarely imitated him.

MeKim, Mead and
Times of Charles
Although White had
at one time, he very

%he Pally Ledger, (Tacoma, Washington), January 14,
1890

-113thooe comments are sufficient to Indicate the detailed
impact of his influence.
Howard had forked for Richardson in the mid-eighties
and later moved to California where he became Dean of the
University of California’s School of Architecture.^

In

some of his later work he turned away from Richardson’s
style toward the Itallanato vein.
Other Eastern, and Midwestern, architects wore influ¬
ential in the Inculcation of the Richardsonian style in the
northwest.

The Lewis and Clark County Courthouse (1885-36)

in Helena was designed by Hodgson and Stem of St. Paul
P
(fig. 86).
It is a polychromatic structure of Montana
granite random ashlar with red Bayfield sandstone from
Lake Superior for accent.

A contemporary reaction to the

building was as follows:
Montana moved gradually out of the shack, but the
state was not fortunate in Its first public buildings.
A noteworthy exception is the Lewis and Clark court¬
house, which is fortunate in its site, in the admirable
selection of the material of which its wails are con¬
structed, in its general outline and architectural
effect*y
The description is technically evasive but probably
represents the general reception of the public towards
7

Hitchcock, op* elt., Architecture: nineteenth and
Twentieth Centuries, p. 333.

8 The Montana Guide of the Federal Writer*s Project
credits the Lewis and Clark Courthouse to Wallingford and
stern, however, Hodgson and Stem’s name appears on the
cornerstone as architects for the structure.
^"Some of Montana’s Handsome Homes,” The Anaconda
Standard. Sunday Morning, December 19, 1897,'" p*"""28".

Romanesque structures•

‘’General outline” and ”arehltectural

effect” are terns which reflect the romantic attitude of the
area and the picturesqueness of the Romanesque style could
satisfy this passion and still retain architectural discipline
Use asyimaetrically placed toner on the Lewis and
Clark Courthouse is more exotic and original than other
portions of the structure.

Expression of the stairwell with

a round projecting mass was a favorite motif of Richardson1s
as ms a monumental entry arch with long rusticated voussoirs.
Less o one cm was shorn for continuity of the Romanesque
style on the south wall (fig* 87).

Here* the hip roof and

the modular window panel is less archeological in character
and more symbolic of modernity.^

Western Romanesque Designs
It is sometimes difficult to determine the extent of
Richardson's influence since every building with ashlar mas¬
onry or a round arch has not necessarily emanated from him.
Architects not uncommonly used his style freely as inspira¬
tion* hence regional variations can be found,
The Lewis and Clark County Jail {1891) in Helena by
H,J. MoGonnel is Romanesque in style but does not indicate
Richardson’s influence (fig, 88),

The random masonry, the

molding over the entry arch and the sculptured motifs which
*°It is perhaps interesting to not© that very few of
those towered structures retain their towers today* Most
of them have teen removed due to earthquake damage,

—
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terminate it, and the taanner in which the massive rusticated
voussoirs angle In towards the entry are character!sties
which contrast with his personal style.

However, still in

the spirit of Richardson, is the depth of structure which
is expressed by the mass and thickness of the masonry walls.
Of definite Richardsonian influence, however, is the
Power Block (before 1893) in Helena (fig. 89).

six stories

high, the building is in the spirit of some of Richardson*s
own commercial buildings—‘for instance, his John K, Pray and
Company Building (1886) in Boston (fig. D Appendix)*

The

openings on the ground floor of the Power Building are span¬
ned by segmental arches.

Above this, the next four stories

are expressed by an arcade and the ashlar is of a smaller
scale*

Finally, on the top story the window rhythm is

tripled and the scale of the masonry is again reduced,
How profound Richardson's influence was I
The Pierce County Courthouse (1890-93) in Tacoma by
the local firm of Procter and Dennis is another fine example
of the Richardsonian style (fig. 90).

f1

It is a polychro¬

matic structure built with Wilkeson and Tenlno sandstone*
The tower, 230 feet high, is very similar to one designed
by Richardson for his Allegheny County Buildings (1884-87)
in Pittsburgh.

The Pierce County Courthouse, itself, however,

is perhaps more picturesque than many of his structures.
The Pioneer Building (1890) in Seattle, Washington
illustrates the problem of applying the Richardsonian style
^Demolished in 1959.

to vertical, skeleton-like composition (.fig, 91). Richardson
never designed a 'building which was expressively vertical,
hence he left no indications for solutions to this type of
composition.

Here, the building is "layered*1 an a solution

and, although the same height as the Power Block in Helena,•
is considerably less successful.

The rusticated pilasters

above the main entry, along with the rusticated arcade, Is
a rather superficial application of his technique.
Perhaps the building represents a somewhat paradox¬
ical situation: the Richardsonian style was anti-techno¬
logical in conception, yet the thin millions and compara¬
tively shallow spandrels of the Pioneer Building indicate
an awareness of technological developments in the East
concerning steel frame construction.
The Oregonian Building (1891-93) in Portland was one
of the finest tall buildings in the Northwest prior to the
1O

turn of the century (fig. 92), "

It was a nine-story

building of red Arizona sandstone, brick, terra cotta, and
steel and was one of the first fireproof buildings in the
Northwest,

Designed by the firm of Reid and Reid of San

Francisco, it was almost contemporary with progress being
mad© in Chicago in tall building construction.

Although

basically Richardsonian in spirit, it owes as much, if not
more, to the genius of the great Chicago architect, Louis
Sullivan,
Sullivan’s initial developments toward the evolution

12

Demolished.

-1 17of an ©impression for skyscrapers, which had their roots in
inspiration from Richardson’s work, could fit the Oregonian
Building,

In order to incorporate more stories than had

ever been done by Richardson, Sullivan increased the number
of stories included In the base of the building.

Then he

also increased the number of stories included under the
arcade and contrasted the texture of the upper stories with
i-s

that of the base, ^

The Oregonian building has tiro stories

in the base whereas Richardson’a buildings had only one;
four stories are included under the arcade while Richardson
usually preferred three; there was a change In texture
between the base and the upper stories whereas Richardson
preferred a continuity of texture,

Sullivan’s influence

seems apparent by comparing the Oregonian Building with
his Auditorium Building (1886-89) in Chicago which is only
one story higher*—that the Auditorium Building could have
been a paradigm is not a remote possibility.
In detail, the picturesque quality of the tower can,
of course, be attributed directly to Richardson as can the
handsome window moldings.

However, to Sullivan’s influence

must be attributed the heavy ornamental cornice as well as
the detailing of the main entry.

It is curious to note,

al3o, that Sullivan’s heavily ornamented cornice apparently
did not appear much before 1891—the year that construction
began on the Oregonian Building.
13

Cf. Hitchcock, op. cit., Architecture: Nineteenth
and Twentieth Centuries. p. 243.
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Richardson* a Romanesque style, then had a profound
influence on Northwest architecture*

It was a movement In

itself and belonged neither entirely to Romanticism nor
academicism but combined both*

Buildings in the Richard¬

sonian idiom were a part of a national style—a movement
which, nationally, gave a continuity of expression and yet
a discipline to a Romantic era.

Also, it was adaptable in

the Northwest both from the viewpoint of the romantic desire
for picturesqueness and of consideration for local building
materials.
Although there are several projects by Richardson
or one of his disciples in the Northwest, most of his influ¬
ence reached the region via other Eastern and Midwestern
architectural firms.

In the evolution of tall building

expression, in which Sullivan was Influenced by Richardson*s
concepts, the Northwest—mainly the coastal region—indi¬
cates also Sullivan*s influence and his asslmulation of
Richardson*s concepts.
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83. Union Pacific Railroad Station. Cheyenne, Wyotninr. hv V^n srunt anh How®. iSRh

84. Tacoma Theatre, Tacoma, Washington, by John G-alen Howard,
1888-90.
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86. Lewis and Clark County Courthouse, Helena, Montana,
by Hodgson and Stem, 1885-86, view from north.

87. Lewis and Clark County
Courthouse, south wall.

88. Lewis and Clark County
Jail, Helena. Montana

, Helena,
Montana, before 1893.

91. Pioneer Building,
Seattle, Y/ashington,
1890.
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92. Oregonian Building, Portland, Oregon, byReid and Reid, 1891-93.

CHAPTER X
EDUCATIONAL AND MONUMENTAL BUILDINGS
Functions of the earliest civic buildings were simple
and the available economic means were limited; therefore,
these first buildings wore usually of modest dimensions and
of conservative design.

Often they were designed by local

builders and detailed with a minimum of embellishment, pre¬
sumably according to pattern books.

Although there was some

civic building along the coast right after mid-century,
little is known of it.

The study of pretentious school and

governmental buildings begins in the 1870*8
In this chapter, as has been the case throughout the
study, building authorship is less known on earlier struc¬
tures.

Shis is due not only to age but also to the develop¬

ment of the profession.

Many of the early civic structures

were designed by anonymous contractors, some of whom did
respectable buildings.

But with, the development of the need

for pretentious buildings came the advancement of the archi¬
tectural profession in the late 1870*s and early 1880*s.
More records are available for these buildings, especially
the later monumental edifices.
During the 1870*s and 1880‘s the Renaissance Revival
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styles remained fashionable in the Northwest for monumental
construction except In religious edifices where the Gothic
Revival still retained the moot prestige.

Special note

must be made of Italianate designs and the French Second
Empire style during this era*

Even by the 1890’s, although

the Richardsonian style had been widely adopted, the Renais¬
sance styles still retained a degree of popularity.
The French Second Empire style reached a robust level
of development*

This may be due, in part, to the fact that

it was the style used by A.B. Mullet who was Supervising
Architect of the Treasury Department in Washington, D.C.
Through his influence many Federal buildings during the
latter half of the nineteenth century were designed in this
style.

It was soon adopted as an ideal expression for every

level of government.

Although it mostly went out of fashion

in the East in the middle seventies, it was used, to a lesser
extent, until the 1890’s in the Northwest.

Schools
Schools, which before 1890 consist of a minor number
of buildings, were of the simplest type of construction
during the early settlement period.

As the economy of a

town prospered, school construction advanced to where monu¬
mental and pretentious buildings were in favor.

The Bannack

school {fig. 27) is perhaps representative of the transition
from the one-room school to schools of monumental dimensions.
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Renaissance detail was also popular in school con¬
struction.

The Deer Lodge Public School (1884) in Deer

Lodge. Montana represents the early monumental permanence
of school construction in the Italian Villa manner (fig, 93)
It is of two stories and of cubical mass.

An observatory,

which could have been functional in an educational building,
Is symbolised by a small cupola.
The Rawlins Public School (1886) by Fred A, Hale is
somewhat more restrained in stylistic reference (fig, 94).
Italianate detail was applied to the tower whereas the rest
of the mass has little decoration.
A structure which is perhaps more advanced, yet sty¬
listically more inconsistent, is the Cheyenne High School
(1890) in Cheyenne, Wyoming (fig. 95)*

In detail, the

rusticated arches of the polychromatic brick and stone struc
ture suggest a modified Romanesque design.

The tower roof

is somewhat reminiscent of the grotesque roof forms of
German Romanesque architecture.
As in governmental buildings, the French Second
Empire style was fashionable in the construction of univer¬
sities.

The first two buildings at the University of Oregon

were in this style (fig. 96).

Deady Hall (1875-76} was

designed by W.W, Piper and Villard Hall (1885) was by VI.H,
Williams,

Both of the mansard-roofed buildings are perhaps

more serene than was sometimes common with the use of the
Second Empire style.

Piper and Williams are said to have

been Oregon’s first two Important architects.'*
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University Hall (1887) at the University of Wyoming
in Laramie was designed by Fred A. Hale (fig* 97).

It bears

a marked resemblance to his Rawlins school although it is a
more developed design*

Massing Is more picturesque and

there is more lush ironwork and more stone ornamentation*
Originally, it too had a tower, tut it was removed in 1916.

Public Buildings
One of the earliest monumental buildings in the inland
region of the Northwest is the U. S* Assay Offloe (1869-70)
in Boise (fig. 98),

Designed by A,A. Rossi with a minimum

of applied decoration, it is a fine example of pure, dis¬
ciplined design,

She bracketting of the eaves by the pro¬

jection of rafter timbers, quoining of the corners and
windows with stones of contrasting texture, and the handsome
proportions all add quality to the provincial structure.
Of considerably less provincial character and of
greater monumental grandeur is the Pioneer Post Office
(1869-75) in Portland (fig, 99).

It was designed by the

Office of the Supervising Architect of the Treasury Depart¬
ment in Washington, D.O* which was* at that time, in the
charge of A.B. Mullet,

Curiously, most of Mullet*s work

was in the Second Empire style whereas this building was
designed along the lines of the more traditional Classical
*Lee H, Nelson, ‘’Architects of Oregon:Piper and
1959, p. 15.

Williams," The Call Humber, Spring,
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However, perhaps the Italianate detail which Is

apparent may be attributed to the influence of the Second
Empire style.

The Pioneer Post Office closely ressembles
2

the United States Mint in San Francisco (1869-74).

Public Buildings in the Italianate style
Not all public buildings In the 1870*s were designed
by architects; many were the work of local contractors and
were probably detailed according to pattern books.

In this

respect, Italianate detail was probably appealing for it
could be applied in modest amounts to give "style" to simple
rectilinear buildings and did not necessarily have to be an
integral part of the structure.
The Courthouse (1876) in Virginia City, Montana is
of this type (fig. 100).

It is essentially a monumental,

gable-roofed box with round-arched windows.

Except for the

window detail, moat of its Italianate character is derived
from the brackets which were applied in pairs to the eaves.
The cupola, or observatory, looks functional and, although
somewhat out of character with the rest of the structure,
is perhaps the most delightful element of the composition.
Of a more sophisticated design is the Jackson County
Courthouse (1883-84) in Jacksonville, Oregon (fig. 101),
2

Marion Dean Boss, "Architecture
The Oregon Historical Quarterly. March,
Francisco Mint is illustrated In Talbot
Architecture in America (London: Oxford
1944)7 plate" xc7''""’r'r”Jr’

of Oregon; 1845-1895,"
1956, p, 57* The San
Hamlin*s Greek Revival
University Press,

-124It is much more refined in detail and proportion*

The wall

surface is more articulate and the detail appears more genu¬
ine,

It too appears to be the work of a local builder with

derivation of detail from a pattern book,3
The Benton County Courthouse (1888-89) in Corvallis,
Oregon is by Deloa D. Beer (fig* 102),

The brick structure

was finished with cement plaster evidently to achieve a
planar, "Italian” mil surface.

Detail, however, is weak

and the tower is quite awkward and lacking in interest*

In

many respects it is not as fine as the Jackson County
Courthouse,
The Tacoma City Hall (1893)» designed by Hatherton
and McIntosh, local architects, is quite reminiscent of the
townhalls of Italy (fig* 103).

It is perhaps an indication

of the popularity that the Itallanate style attained at the
turn of the century#
Hatherton had considerable experience before design¬
ing this building.

He had practiced in Europe and the

Australian colonies for twenty years and had been City
Architect in San Francisco before moving to Tacoma,

Perhaps

his experience is represented in the Tacoma City Hall for
it is a mature stylistic solution.

The French Second Empire Style
The French Second Empire style ms exuberantly
3ibld,, p. 58.

-125expressed in the Marion County Courthouse (1873) in Salem,
Oregon (fig, 104)W.W. Piper of Portland was the archi¬
tect and, at the time it was designed, it would not have
been considered at all unfashionable according to Eastern
trends—A.B, Mullet’s Second Empire monument, the state,
War and Navy Deaprtment Building in Washington, D.C., dates
from 1871 to 1875.
The contrast of light and shade, of void to solid,
the plasticity of the tower and mansard roof, and the rich
iron garniture all add to the richness of the courthouse,
It was up-to-date and must have been a very impressive
edifice.
Although perhaps somewhat retarded according to
Eastern fashions when built, the Silver Bow County Court¬
house (about 1890) in Butte, Montana is further example of
the Second Empire style in the Northwest (fig. 105).^

It

is not unlike the Marion County Courthouse in spirit except
that the detailing is more Itallanate in character and the
walls do not have as much depth.

The cupola has a really

fine "Parisian-like” quality and would not have been out of
place in Prance.

From their detail, the columns were pro¬

bably of cast iron—possibly manufactured locally—and the
rich cornice ornament may also have been of oast iron.
It is Interesting to note that the Silver Eow County
Courthouse was severely criticised whereas the Lewis and Clark
^Demolished, 1957.
SDeraollshed,
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County Courthouse (fig. 86) was highly commended in a con¬
temporary newspaper. The Anaconda Standard.

If the press

can be assumed as representative of the public taste and
opinion of the time, the people, themselves, objected to
the use of “unfashionable” styles.

State Capitols
In the study of state capitol buildings before 1893,
only two structures can be considered; the Oregon and Wyoming
Capitols,

Although all the territories in the Northwest had

attained statehood by that time, the other three states used
temporary legislative buildings until the turn of the century,
or after, when permanent, monumental edifices could be con¬
structed.
State capitol architects were selected by competition
and there were usually a number of Eastern, as well as local,
firms who participated.

The Oregon Capitol Competition was

won in 1873 by the firm of Krurabein and Gilbert of Portland
(fig, 106),

However, shortly after construction was begun,

the original architects were replaced by ¥,w, Piper.^
The Capitol was not entirely completed until 1894
when the dome was constructed,7

Perhaps the number of dif¬

ferent architects who supervised the structure and the lapse
in time for various stages of construction accounts for the
^Nelson, on, clt., p, 9*
7Burned, 1935,
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discontinuity of dotal! In which Itslinat© and Classical
elements are freely combined*
The cornerstone for the Wyoming State Capitol was
laid in 1887—three years before statehood (fig, 107),
was designed by D.W* Gibbs of Toledo, Ohio,

It

The neo-Olassic

sandstone structure sets on a rusticated, battered base and
is surmounted by a colonnaded drum*

For surface decoration,

it relies mostly on the finely molded string courses, pilas¬
ters, and contrast in texture.

It is perhaps more inter¬

esting in mass and more refined than the Oregon Capitol,
Thus» Northwestern public buildings with political
and economical maturation and the consequent development of
the architectural profession attained a higher order of
architecture*

Sometimes the attainment was retarded when

compared with the time that various styles were considered
fashionable in the East,

However,

there are structures

which, when built, were stylistically advanced and abreast
national trends in design.

In schools and public buildings,

there was not a continuity of expression,

either according

to fashion or academic standards -throughout the Northwest
by 1893,

93. Public School, Deer
Lodge, Montana, 1884.

94. Rawlins Public
School, Rawlins,
Wyoming, by Fred
A. Hale, 1886.

95. Cheyenne High School,
Chey enne, Wyoming, 1890.

96. University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, Villard Hall
(left) by W.H. Williams, 1885, Deady Hall (right) by
W.W. Piper, 1873-76. Observatory in the center is
also by Williams, 1888.

98. U.S. Assay
Office, Eoise,
Idaho, by A.A.
Rossi, 1870.

99. Pioneer Post
Office, Portland,
Oregon, by A.B.
Mullet, 1869-73.

100. Courthouse
Virginia City,
Montana, 1876.

101. Jackson County Courthouse,
Jacksonville, Oregon,
1883-84.

102. Benton County Courthouse,
Corvallis, Oregon, by
Delos D. Neer, 1888.

103. Tacoma City Hall, Tacoma,
Washington, by Hatherton
and McIntosh, 1893.

104. Marion County Courthouse, Salem, Oregon, by
W.W. Piper, 1873.

105. Sliver Bow County Courthouse, Butte,
Montana, about 1890.

106. Oregon State Canitol, Salem, Orecon, by Krumbein
and Gilbert, 1873-94.

107. Wyoming State Capitol, Cheyenne, Wyoming, by
D.W. Gibbs, 1887.

PART 111

THE WORLD*S FAIR OF 1893
AHD A CONCLUSION

CHAPTER XI
Horthwost Buildings at the Exposition of 1893
The year of 1893 marked the end of an era? It was the
year of the World’s Columbian deposition in Chicago and the
year of a great depression*

Architecturally, the Exposition

Inaugurated a change in national art—It turned much of the
Kation toward academic eclecticism.

Economically, the depres¬

sion ended a great many personal fortunes and thereby ended
the Romantic and exuberant ‘'parvenu" building era*
The Fair is generally considered influential In the
change of national taste in architecture.

Tallmadge stated;

"...Burnham and hio co-conspirators...plunged a Homan sword
into the heart of the most promising bid the American people
had ever mad© for a national expression in art,However,
as Tallmadge admits, this Is an extremist’s point of view,
A number of American architects—for instance, Wright and
the Brothers Greene—continued to work toward an original
style.

Moreover, in the Northwest, although much archi¬

tecture after 1893 continued in an academic and eclectic
vein, there are not enough Classic inspired buildings to
^Thomas E. Tallmadge, The Story of Architecture in
America (Hew York: W.W. Horton arid Co., 1936>), p. 197.
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-130really indicate that the Fair had a far reaching influence.
Regionalism was perhaps stronger in 1393 than ever before,
or since, and this would have been deterring force.

Significance of Northwest buildings
at the World*s Fair
fhe Northwest State buildings at the World*s Fair
were probably not-influential on architectural trends after
1893*

Rather, their significance lies in the fact that they

epitomized the previous architecture of the region.
The Northwest was represented at the Fair by only
three states, Idaho, Montana, and Washington.

Wyoming

and Oregon wore provided with sites but apparently did not
erect pavilions on them.

It should not be erroneous to

consider the three pavilions as a unit which is represent¬
ative of the entir*e region.

All the states were related,

in varying degrees, through commonness in industry, natural
resources, and most Important of all, ways of life of the
people.

The states had been settled by people with common

motivation—they formed a region In attitude as well as
geography.

The state pavilions express this regional spirit.

In a sense, the Northwest buildings expressed the first
fifty years of architecture.

On on© hand vernacularism

opposed archeology? on the other hand, Romanticism opposed
Classicism,
Henry Van Brunt, Fair Judge of Architecture, summa¬
rized the total character of all the state buildings at the
fair:

131
...The buildings representing,,.our own States were
designed without knowing any coinmon standard of excel¬
lence by which they were to be measured, and without
recognising any common type by which they were to be
brought into some relation of harmony. Each was designed
independently, and no architect knew bow his work was
to be affected by that of his neighbors....The individ¬
uality of expression in each of the State buildings
resulting from this independent method of work, though
absolutely destructive of those great and memorable
architectural effects which can only be obtained by an
ordered cooperation of exceptional talent, was not with¬
out interest.2
About the Western States he commented:
The states of Washington and Idaho very cleverly
Illustrated their great timber industries, the former
by raising a half-timbered building upon a stylobate
of huge unhewn logs? the latter by a Swiss country
house of log-cabin construction, an ingenious type of
honest and vigorous design in primitive architecture.
But it v/as evident that the architects representing
roost of the newer States of the West, as yet without
a history, found it difficult to give characteristic
expression to their buildings, and whenever these fresh
and vigorous Commonwealths,,.preferred to repeat in
their buildings reminiscences of the fatigued archi¬
tecture of older races... there ms an incongruity which
v?as perplexing to the critic, if not absolutely
grotesque.-5
Thus, even amid the overwhelming Classical atmosp¬
here, there was an appreciation for vernacularism.
brunt's term,

Van

"characteristic expression" is synonomoue

with regionalism.
p
Henry Van brunt, U«3. Congress, House, Report of the
Committee on Awards of the World's Columbian Commission, 57th
Congress ,m""l sF'’Sessi^n'XWashington: U* s.' Government' Printing
Office, 1901), p. 19,
3

Itld., p. 20.

The State Pavilions
The Montana Building was definitely the least provin¬
cial of the Northwest Pavilions (fig* 108)*

But even its

style although Based on archeology, was regional in spirit*.
Her industry and econoagr was, at this time, based mostly on
mineral resources—* the pavilion was meant to reflect tills*.
It is described by a contemporary at the Pair?
The elk which stood so conspicuously over the portal
of the Montana was nine feet high, and its antlers meas¬
ured ten feet across* This structure measured one
hundred and thirteen feet in width, and was sixty-two
feet deep*
It stood beside and east of Utah, next to
the fanciful log cabin of Idaho, on the nortbermoBt
avenue of the park*. It was designed by Galbraith and
Fuller, architects, of Livingstone, Montana, and copied
the methods of the Homans, with arches, pediments, pil¬
lars and balustrades in the ancient Italian style.
The
inscription on the left, as seen in the engraving, is
in Spanish, “Gold and Silver*" The reception rooms on
each side of the central arch and lobby were handsomely
furnished and hung with double curtains, where the
ladies of the new-foom State might hold their assemblages
with as much pride as their sisters of the oldest common¬
wealths of New England, across the avenue*
The lobby
was twenty-two feet square, and supported the glass dome
which Is here seen. This dome was thirty-eight feet
high*
Under this dome, on eight panels of pine, were
recorded the principal historical events in the records
of the people* There was a banquet hall, fifty-two by
forty feet in area, and the gallery in which were displayed
exhibits that had not been entered in the State’s pavil¬
ions elsewhere on the grounds.
The painters of the
commonwealth, like those of Washington and other Western
States, here displayed their art, and the mineral show¬
ing was what might be expected of Montana*^
The elk, the inscription, and artwork were all
^The Dream, City: A Portfolio of Photographic Views
of the Worldra~‘columbian""s'xno’sition"rTSt»’ ~ LhulsT"B*'
,
®oaps^’,'WfcIioH3SgCo7ri§95l*» pages unnumbered.
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It is curious, however, that the inscrip¬

tion Is in Spanish and that the design is based on Roman
and Italian precedent.
Montana,

This was all meant to characterise

Was the Eldorado of the West symbolised by repre¬

sentations of ancient aristocracies?
The Washington State Pavilion reflects the influence
of traditional modes of construction which had been brought
to the northwest by settlers (fig, 109),

Construction of

the building was based on techniques which had been found
adaptable to local materials.

In this respect, it recalls

settler architecture and vernacularism.
Comparison of the German House with the building
erected by the State of Washington will show the
influence of South German immigration on the new com¬
monwealth? but, although its form may not be original,
the manner of its construction must be regarded as
characteristic of a-proud and enthusiastic people.
Every timber, shingle, plank, board, nail and other
element of the spacious edifice was brought to Chicago
from the State of Washington, The timbers under the
pavilions, by the manner of their section from the log,
were designed to reveal the extraordinary height and
diameter of Washington trees, and all these bulky and
lengthy peices of wood were transported from Washington.
Even the”soil of the minature farm, in the centre of
the main pavilion, was shoveled from the ground in the
Palouse region, and hauled to Chicago, that green grans
from Washington might be seen upon it. The paint of
the building was brought from home, and finally the
Washingtonians came themselves to see their work. The
flag-staff before the building was regarded as the
tallest one ever raised in one piece of timber, standing,
two hundred and thirty-eight feet high, and having
only two and a half feet at its greatest diameter,
From it was unfurled the largest American flag ever
made. Within was exhibited the largest lump of coal,
weighing twenty-six tons. The timbers in the building
were the largest ever laid.♦,.This building was too
hundred and twenty feet long, and was. built by H.T.S.
Wendell, of Denver, architect.5

Sibia.

Tli© half-timber construction of the Washington
Pavilion recalls th© German ”Fa ch wei’kbau" technique,^
Although there Is no established relationship between th©
two, it is Interesting to compare this structure with the
Kluge Cabin (fig. 5).

The method of construction used on

both was modified to Incorporate log construction in the
base of the building.
Idaho’s contribution to the World’s Fair was designed
by Kirtiand Cutter and is a robust expression of regionalism
(fig. t11)»

Perhaps it is significant to compare this

building with Cutter’s

aim

residence in Spokane to illustrate

his originality and direction in developing a x*egional as
well as individual style (fig* 55)»

The Idaho Pavilion

qualifies, in every sense of the word, as "indigenous” archi¬
tecture*

With local materials he developed a rustic and

original building which really reflected the Idaho country.
Of special note Is the unique and imaginative manner In
which the logs were used.
Hi is picturesque structure stood on the extreme north
line of Jackson Park, over a mile and a half from the
Forestry Building, which It recalled. It was built
entirely of native materials, and was a log house on a
foundation or basement of lava and basaltic rook. The
timbers ware from young cedar trees, stuffed end stained
to reproduce the effects of age, and the posture of its
lower and upper balcony, together with modillions of
logs upholding a projecting roof, secured for It, by
general consent, the name of being the handsomest log
house ever erected. It was, in fact, purchased at a
good price, to be hereafter used as a summer residence
near a northern resort, where its celebrated chimney
^Gf. Richard V/,E. Perrin, ”’Paehverkbau* Houses in
Wisconsin,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians,
VOX. XVII (March,1959),PP*29-357'

135corner will repeat its conqiiosts of 1893. The shakes
on the roof were held in place with heavy rocks, and
withstood the great Chicago gales. The arched atone
entrance seen in the picture opened into a large room,
at the end of which was a stick fire-place with log
mantel* Stairways led to the second floor, where the
windows were glazed with mica. This floor was divided
between the men and women, and each room was decorated
with a view of recalling mining scenes to the experi¬
enced persons who should enter. The men’s fire-place
was of lava, and the andirons were made of bear-traps
and fish-spears, while arrows, spears, tomahawks and
other Indian appurtenances were typified in the furni¬
ture. The third floor was in one room for receptions.»
Cutter received a gold medal and a diploma for his
design as the most indigenous building at the Fair.

Perhaps

the Idaho funding is even more significant when the Bungalow
style, which developed a decade later, is considered.

Cut¬

ter’s design certainly prophesied the work of Greene and
Greene and Maybeck in the San Francisco Bay Area,
Thus, the Northwest Pavilions at the Exposition may
be considered as a representation of the first half-century
of architecture in the Northwest,

The three main forces

which shaped Northwest architecture—the frontier, Roman¬
ticism, and rapid economic exploitation—are all expressed.
All three buildings were Romantic structures in con¬
trast with the Classical atmosphere of the Fair,

Even

Montana’s Pavilion, which ms based on archeological detail,
was regional!stic and Romantic in attitude.

The states,

perhaps fortunately, had little tradition on which to base
designs,

Each pavilion reflected the land.

By such ex¬

pressions, the buildings also reflected a society which
7The Bream City, op. cit.

was based on the iu»oductivity of the land*

Finally, the

Northwesternera expressed their skill of working with
natural building materials*

the transportation of regional

building materials to Chicago was significant of a people
who were proud of their home state and gave the buildings
a regional flavor#

But this may not have been as slgnifi**

cant as the vernacular concepts of design and spirit of
regionalism embodied in the structure*

P y 1
5 Fuller,
i J?n- wo?ia'B
Columbian Exposition,
by Galbraith and
1893.

109. Washington State Pavilion, World’s Columbian Exposition,
by H.T.E. Wendell, 1893.

110. Idaho State Pavilion, World's Columbian Exposition,
by Kirtland Cutter, 1893.

CHAPTER XII
CONCLUSION
A Summary of the First Half-Century
of northwest Architecture
The World’s Fair buildings remembered the first set¬
tlers, who with their traditional building skills and
available natural building materials, spontaneously con¬
structed the first rudimentary structures for shelter and
fortification.

Log cabins and rugged stone structures were

their architecture.

As soon as they were able, these set¬

tlers replaced their first shelters with permanent struc¬
tures which were usually reminiscent of their homeland.
Reconstruction of the homeland and the desire for
a stylistic architecture made architectural pattern and plan
books popular in the Northwest*

The Greek Revival possibly

lingered in this manner after its demise In the East.

Gothic

Revivalism, as well as other styles, were also Inculcated
In this fashion.
With the economic rise of the Northwest came a need
for more permanent and pretentious edifices*

This estab¬

lished the foundation for the development of the architec¬
tural profession.

Although there were many carpenter
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138architects, there were also architects with Impressive
formal educations from the East or Europe#

Both contributed

greatly to the early architectural beauty of the region*
Eastern firms contributed to the establishment of an
academic architecture.

They received commissions to do

Northwestern buildings thereby indicating that the standard
of taste was Eastern,

Eastern firms were of further influ¬

ence through the early training of architects who later
moved to the region to establish their mm firms.
The 1870*05 1880‘s, and early 1890*s was an era of
Romanticism in which many Renaissance Revivals attained
varying degrees of popularity,

The Richardsonian Romanesque

stands as one of the most robust and unified styles*

It

provided an architecture of solidity, strength, and boldness
and at the same time fulfilled the passion for Romantic and
picturesque forms in an orderly and functional manner.
It was the meeting of these apparently paradoxical
forces—Romanticism and functional!am—that created an age
when an architect could honestly advise that the Classical
style was the reasonable choice for the expression of the
"function" of banicing, yet he could as honestly offer the
Gothic style as the appropriate mode for churches,

Roman¬

esque architecture was an even greater refinement of this
appropriate and "functional'' expression of purpose.

It was

properly remote for the Romanticists and properly orderly
and universally adaptable for the Acadetniclsta*
Fy the last decade of the nineteenth century the
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Northwest bad developed a regional spirit.

There was a

re-evaluation; a number of the architects turned away from
foreign eclectic Influences and looked at home for

a

charac¬

teristic style—an art which was a vernacular expression.
This spirit is exemplified by the Northwest buildings at
the World’s Columbian Exposition of 1893 in Chicago,
Thus,

by 1893*

the Northwest had experienced archi¬

tectural expression which varied from the discipline of
the Classical mode to the picturesqueness of the Romantic
styles—a complete cycle.

This makes the 1890’s even more

significant for it was during this decade that the Classicism
again became dominant.

A Critical Evaluation

"The commonest axiom in history is that every gener¬
ation revolts against its fathers and makes friends with
it grandfathers,"1

in this respect,

varies from generation to generation,

architectural criticism
A few years ago the

Northwest would have been considered an unfortunate victim
of circumstances since it had its architectural foundations
in the Victorian Era,

Rut today,

there is a growing interest

and sympathy for this period—perhaps one of the finest
products of this new interest in Vincent Scully’s The Shingle
style.

In 1931 Mumford called the mansard roof of the

1

Lewis Mumford, The brown Decades? A Study of the
Arts In America 1865-18W^T!?eir York?1 Dover Fu?;i'icatlons'r

1931), P.3.
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Second Empire Style "...a crowning indignity*"2

Several

decades later, Hitchcock more sympathetically states about
the Second Empire style: "Perhaps no other mode so wide¬
spread in its acceptance and so prolific in Its production
has ever received so little attention from posterity*"-*
The first phase of Northwest architecture—settler
structures—cannot be fairly subjected to esthetic crit¬
icism*

Esthetics to a pioneer were not a determinant but,

rather, an intuitive resultant*

Settler architecture was

created for an objective, materialistic end—shelter* and
defense—and we can only appreciate its humble simplicity
and rusticity.
One of the most common and severe criticisms of
frontier architecture concerns the false-gabled buildings
which lined the streets of almost every new town in the West.
Perhaps many of these buildings are treated to slightly.
Was it more desirable to have been honest with no charac¬
teristic expression for commerce and a "true" roof line or
was it better to have aspired to a slightly higher order of
architecture and hide the true shape of the roof?

Among

the false-gabled buildings can be found designs Which are
exciting and Vivacious; recall the store in Silver City,
Idaho (fig* 3D*
Pattern books fulfilled a real need for the
2

Ibld., p* 109.

enry-Hussell Hitchcock, Architecture: Nineteenth
and Twentieth Centuries (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1958)»
P. 172.
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Northwestern emigrant*

They provided unified stylistic

expression in the void between the frontier era and the
time when the architectural profession was established*
In most known cases they were used tastefully and intel¬
ligently, yet not slavishly.
In many respects the magnificence of Victorian
architecture in the Northwest has not been equaled since.
This was an era, of a proud and self-confident people.

The

Tacoma Theatre in Washington, the Oregonian Building in
Portland, Helena’s pretentious commercial buildings, the
residences of many of Cheyenne’s cattle barons, and Idaho's
pavilion at the World’s Fair are all buildings of a splendid
period.
The Victorians built to impress other Victorians—
they often expected their buildings to tell a story or
relate a moral.
individuality.

Each nexf structure, if possible, had
Heedless to say, this placed a great bur¬

den on the architect’s imagination and sometimes results
were questionable.
The architects of the last third of the nineteenth
century perhaps due to their romantic intimacy with archi¬
tecture, invariably preserved a good sense of human scale.
On the other hand, however, the evaluation of the archi¬
tecture of this era cannot stop with admiration of its
opulence or human scale.

Finesse, subtlety, and a profound

intellectual grasp of complex forms scarcely existed,

Vic¬

torian buildings assert themselvesj they exhort, astonish,
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astound, and sometimes charm today * s critics*

But, there

is almost too much variety, not merely in borrowed "styles*'
but in approaches to architecture, from the most matter-offact utilitarianism to various ©scapes from reality into
fanciful flights of imagination and sentiment*
Many critics deplore the Victorian era because there
was not style, hut styles,

She most serious criticism of

northwest architecture concerns the instances when there
was neither.

Most unfortunate are the buildings which were

designed mostly for the ostentatious and bombastic display
of the "parvenues*"

Certainly these buildings had little

contribution to make to the dignity of Northwest architecture*
On the other hand, the attainment of wealth, and the
vigorous optimism which accompanied it, provided a tremendous
impetus for cultural progress,

In a sense, this provided

a foundation for the wide acceptance of the eclectic styles*
The West was eager to show that it was on a cultural level
equivalent to that of the rest of the nation*

One method

of doing this was to build, stylistically, according to
national trends in architectural fashion*
And yet, in some respects, this appears to have been
a stage of development*

As the region developed a more

self-confident, and romantic, attitude there appears to
have been less concern for eclecticism and more regard for
originality*

Perhaps this was a desire for a romantic

architecture tjhich embodied more regional meaning than the
national fashions, which had their roots In European

architecture, were able to provide.

Again, recall Hie Idaho

State Pavilion at the World's Fair (fig* t10) and the Atlas
Clock in Helena (fig* 79).

On individual style, a closer examination of Northwest architecture may reveal men who are worthy of detailed
Investigation.

Kirtiand Cutter surely established the

beginnings of a vigorous and original personal expression.
By 1895 he had not yet had ten years of experience.

Certainly no one can look back on so prolific an
era as the last half of the nineteenth century without
feeling a sense of delight—and even nostalgia—for the
romantic manner in which the Victorians built.

The lusty

spirit of the Victorian period can serve as inspiration
today—an inspiration which emanates not from forms and
styles as the Victorians knew- them, but from the boundless
vivacity embodied in their buildings.

Theirs was an archi¬

tecture of plenty.

In conclusion, it should be appropriate to note
the importance of Victorian architecture as related to the
development of contemporary architectural concepts.

For

"What we are we can only hope to understand by exploring the
immediate ancestry of our own present."^

Northwestern

architecture, although having apparent original and regional
4

Ibld., p. 427.

aspects, Is a part of the large, overall picture of America
aiid what applies to the Country as a whole, generally applies
to the region*
There is a large degree of variance among historians
in the considered value of the Victorian era*

On one hand,

this period Is believed to have been a degenerate period
for the arts*

On the other feaml--an& this is the most com¬

mon contemporary viewpoint—4t Is considered as the foun¬
dation of today1a architecture*

Expressing the former,

James Marston Fitch stated about the architecture of the
nineteenth century:
The contrast between the relative simplicity and
homogeneity of the main esthetic currents in American
building up to 1860 and the turgid flood of the three
decades which followed could only he ascribed to ’an
appalling decline in public taste, * which marked ’the
lowest point to which American architecture had ever
sunk* *5
Yet, during this period, It has been shown that the
foundations for contemporary spatial concepts of design
were established.

Vincent Scully, when considering the

evolution of the American "shingle style,15 stated:

,,

* .*foy

1885 a real order was,*.developing creatively from a
variety of spatial experiments,"^
As yet, there has never been a thorough investigation
of every "style" and every development which appeared in

^James Marston Fitch, American Buildims. The Forces
That Shane It (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co,, IMS)," ’p. T6i*

^Vincent J*. Scully, Jr,, The Shingle, Style (Hew York:
Yale University Press, 1955), p, 129*

the United States during the nineteenth century,

therefore,

it is difficult to estimate how deeply the roots of our
present age go into this period.

In instances where a

study of a particular segment of nineteenth century archi¬
tecture has been made, the- results have been instructive and
pertinent.

About Richardons‘s Romanesque style, Hitchcock

concluded that ,Richardson’s architecture*,,falls in a
period when the context was not dissimilar to that of the
present,**,Ii can, therefore, bo of highest interest today.
The last third of the nineteenth century, which was
so prolific and vivacious in production, undoubtedly holds
many truths and lessons that once rediscovered, would he
meaningful today. As a concluding quotation, it is significant
to note Lewis Humford*s evaluation of the years from 1865
to 1895:
Hhen the creative artists are reckoned with,,.the
Brown Decades become,,,a fulfilment of the past and a
starting point for the future, Does this work lead
toward our own generation? In a measure, at least,
yes. Toward even more solid achievement beyond our
own? Let us hope so.
And, indeed, I believe it does,
?Henry-Ruosell Hitchcock, The Architecture of H.H.
Richardson and His Timas (Hew Yorks The Museum of Modern

ArtT’ t'i)36r)T’ p7'303,
O

Muaford, on, olt,, p» 248,

APPENDIX
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A. Design for a Symmetrical Bracketed Cottage,
by A.J, Downing.

I l> N

,\ \

B. Design o
B. Design for a Villa Farmhouse
by A.J. Downing.

C. Church of Unity, Springfield, Massachusetts,
by H.H. Rlehardson, 1866-68.

D. John H. Pray and Company Building,
Boston, Massachusetts,by H.H,
Richardson, 1886
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